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these broad themes is a challenge and we appreciate your observations and ideas in this 
regard. This is not intended to be a "news and events" digest. 
 
:::::::  
:::::::  
 
Human Rights – Humanitarian Crises 
 
Protecting minority rights during humanitarian crises - 9th session of the Forum on 
Minority Issues 
25 November 2016 
Item 5. Recovering from a crisis: ensuring durable solutions for minorities 
[Video: 3:04:12] 
   This session will examine the challenges faced by minorities seeking to return to a situation of 
normality after a crisis has ended, for example when returning to their place of origin, when 
finding a new settlement after displacement, when seeking to relaunch local economic 
development and social services after protracted isolation, when reclaiming properties and 
goods after a crisis or when reskilling and seeking a new occupation in a new environment. 
Participants will reflect on how to prevent minorities from being socially and economically left 
behind at the recovery stage of crises. Participants will address the need to ensure that all 
members of minority groups, including those who suffer from multiple and intersecting forms of 
discrimination, including women, children, older persons, youth, people with disabilities and 
LGBTI persons, are actively engaged in consultations to determine their best possible options 
for return or to identify priority areas for post-crisis assistance.  
 
Presentations by: 
- Mr Andrew Wyllie, Director of Programme Support Branch, Office for the Coordination of 
Humanitarian Affairs, OCHA  
- Ms Cecilia Jimenez-Damary, UN Special Rapporteur on human rights of Internally Displaced 
Persons 
- Ms Erivan Mahdi, OHCHR Minority Fellow and Yazidi activist from Iraq 
- His Eminence Dieudonné Cardinal Nzapalainga, Archbishop of Bangui and President of Caritas 
Central African Republic 
 
Discussion  
Item 6. 17:45-18:00 Concluding remarks by the Chairperson of the Forum on Minority Issues 
and the Special Rapporteur on minority issues.  
Programme of work 
 
:::::::  
:::::::  
 
Turkey – Migrants, Torture, Free Speech  
 
Turkish leader threatens to open migrant floodgate to Europe 
Published November 26, 2016  
Associated Press  

http://webtv.un.org/watch/protecting-minority-rights-during-humanitarian-crises-9th-session-of-the-forum-on-minority-issues/5222278915001#full-text
http://webtv.un.org/watch/protecting-minority-rights-during-humanitarian-crises-9th-session-of-the-forum-on-minority-issues/5222278915001#full-text
http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/HRCouncil/MinorityIssues/Session9/PoW.doc
http://www.foxnews.com/world/2016/11/26/turkish-leader-threatens-to-open-migrant-floodgate-to-europe.html
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   BRUSSELS –  Turkey threatened Friday to open the migrant floodgates if the European Union 
halts its membership talks, as criticism grows of Ankara's heavy-handed response to a failed 
military coup. 
   President Recep Tayyip Erdogan's warning — the latest in a series of heated speeches about 
Europe from top Turkish officials — came a day after EU lawmakers called for a freeze on the 
talks over the post-coup arrests, dismissals and jailing of tens of thousands of people. 
   Erdogan's claims that his country has been "betrayed" are a sign of how Turkey's pride has 
been wounded by the lack of international solidarity Ankara feels has been shown since its 
political foundations were rocked by the July coup attempt. 
   "We are the ones who feed 3-3.5 million refugees in this country. You have betrayed your 
promises," Erdogan said. "If you go any further, those border gates will be opened," he added. 
   The European Parliament vote Thursday was a response to Ankara's widespread crackdown 
on potential political enemies… 
 
:::::::  
 
UN Special Rapporteur on torture to visit Turkey  
GENEVA (24 November 2016) – United Nations Special Rapporteur Nils Melzer will visit Turkey 
from 27 November to 2 December to identify and assess the main developments and challenges 
related to torture and ill-treatment in the country.  
 
“I look forward to engaging with the Turkish Government on how to meet the challenges of 
upholding the rule of law, promoting accountability, and fulfilling the right of reparations for 
victims, in particular in the aftermath of the attempted coup in July of this year,” said the 
independent expert tasked by the UN Human Rights Council with monitoring and reporting on 
the use of torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment around the 
world. 
 
During his visit, Mr. Melzer will meet with relevant authorities and human rights institutions, as 
well as with local and international civil society organizations, victims and their families. The 
special rapporteur, who is visiting Turkey at the invitation of the Government, will also travel to 
various provinces to conduct visits to places of detention such as police stations, pre-trial 
facilities and prisons… 
 
:::::::  
 
UN expert urges Turkey to release detainees amid “grave concern” about free 
speech  
GENEVA / ANKARA (18 November 2016) - The United Nations Special Rapporteur on the right 
to freedom of opinion and expression, David Kaye, today expressed deep concern about 
widespread measures being used to erode independent opinion and expression in Turkey. 
“Across the board, the Government is imposing draconian measures that limit freedom of 
expression," said Mr. Kaye at the end of a one-week official mission to the country. 
 
"The press, individuals online, artists, opposition voices and many others face unprecedented 
pressure, from censorship to outright detention. I urge the Government to reverse this course 
and return to protecting and promoting the rights that all people in Turkey enjoy under their 
Constitution and international human rights law." 
 

http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=20930&LangID=E
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=20892&LangID=E
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=20892&LangID=E
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Mr. Kaye said that Turkey was facing a wide variety of threats, and he had particular sympathy 
for those who continued to feel the shock of the 15 July attempted coup, the deaths and 
injuries it caused, and its assault on Turkey's democratic institutions.  
 
He added: “There is no doubt that Turkey has a responsibility to protect the life of every person 
in the country and to ensure the continuation of democratic freedoms.” 
 
“The Government raised its national security concerns with me, which are grounds for concern 
for any government. Yet the unjustified attacks on lawyers, judges, journalists, artists, 
academics and activists undermine security and generate polarization and long-term instability.” 
The UN expert noted that the defence of life and protection of democratic institutions had to 
involve measures consistent with Turkey's international obligations.  He expressed grave 
concern that several laws - in particular the Anti-Terrorism Law, the Emergency Decrees, the 
criminalization of defamation of the President, and internet regulations – were imposing 
unnecessary and disproportionate attacks on freedom of expression, even in the context of a 
state of emergency.  
 
During his visit he found that anti-terrorism laws were regularly being used as a basis to 
criminalize reporting and shut down all forms of media.  He said the situation regarding 
freedom of expression was “grave”. 
 
“I call on the Government in the strongest possible terms to immediately release all those held 
in prison for exercising their rights to freedom of opinion and expression," said Mr. Kaye… 
 
:::::::  
:::::::  
 
Conflict – Munitions / Health  
 
Landmine Monitor 2016 
International Campaign to Ban Landmines – Cluster Munition Coalition (ICBL-CMC). 
DanChurchAid - Handicap International - Human Rights Watch -Mines Action Canada 
Published: 22 November 2016  :: 112 pages  :: ISBN: 978-2-9701146-0-4 
   This is the 18th annual Landmine Monitor report. It is the sister publication to the Cluster 
Munition Monitor report, first published in November 2010. Landmine Monitor 2016 provides a 
global overview of the landmine situation. Chapters on developments in specific countries and 
other areas are available in online Country Profiles, found here. 
   Landmine Monitor covers mine ban policy, use, production, trade, and stockpiling in every 
country in the world, and also includes information on contamination, clearance, casualties, 
victim assistance, and support for mine action. The report focuses on calendar year 2016, with 
information included up to November 2016 when possible. 
 
Press Release - Handicap International 
Landmine casualties double in 2015 
November 22, 2016  
The 2016 Landmine Monitor report, which covers the implementation of the Mine Ban Treaty, 
reports a sharp rise in casualties from landmines and explosive remnants of war (ERW) in 2015. 

http://www.the-monitor.org/en-gb/reports/2016/landmine-monitor-2016.aspx
http://www.the-monitor.org/en-gb/our-research/country-profiles.aspx
http://www.handicap-international.us/landmine_casualties_double_in_2015
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These weapons killed or injured at least 6,461 people in 2015, vs. 3,695 in 2014. Civilians bore 
the brunt of the killings and injuries, accounting for 78% of casualties, of which 38% were 
children. 
 
“We cannot tolerate brutality, and the Monitor shows us that civilians bore the vast majority of 
landmine deaths, injuries, maiming, and psychological traumas in 2015,” notes Alma Taslidžan 
Al-Osta, arms advocacy manager for Handicap International. “We all bear a duty to constantly 
remind States and armed groups that the use of these weapons is banned, and that 
international law must be enforced. 
 
The 75% rise in casualties is due to heavy casualty numbers in conflict zones in Afghanistan 
(1,310), Libya (1,004), Yemen (988), Syria (864), and the Ukraine (589). 
 
Although the number of new casualties and needs increased, mine action funding declined for 
the third year in a row, to its lowest level since 2005. The Monitor saw mine action funding dip 
to $471.3 million in 2015, as international funding bodies and countries affected by these 
weapons invested less. That’s down $139 million, from $610.8 million in 2014. 
 
“The funding decline is a considerable worry,” says Anne Hery, head of advocacy at Handicap 
International. “NGOs cannot fix our planet’s weapons pollution problems alone. The 
international community must support demining, risk education, and victim assistance 
activities.” 
 
The Landmine Monitor recorded the highest number of casualties of improvised mines—
explosive devices acting as anti-personnel mines produced by belligerent parties—since the 
publication of the first annual report in 2000, with 1,331 casualties or 21% of casualties 
reported in 2015. The actual number of casualties is likely to be higher… 
 
:::::::  
:::::::  
 
Heritage Stewardship 
 
Editor’s Note: 
We continue to monitor the rhetoric and analysis around the protection of cultural heritage in 
conflicts and integrating the military in providing such protection. We find another example in 
the UNESCO report below on training the Malian Armed Forces which references that the 
exercise “…led to a reflection on the necessity of integrating military intervention protocols and 
strategies on the protection of cultural property at all levels of the command chain.”  We believe 
this direction warrants broader reflection and clearer articulation about boundaries for military 
action and associated rules of engagement. 
 
 
UNESCO trains Malian Armed Forces and Security on Protection of Cultural Heritage 
25 November 2016 
Cultural heritage has been threatened by destruction, looting, and illicit trafficking since the 
beginning of the Malian crisis in 2012. On 16 and 17 November 2016, sections of the Malian 
army and security forces were brought together at the National Museum of Mali in Bamako for a 
UNESCO Workshop on the protection of cultural property in the event of armed conflict. 

http://en.unesco.org/news/unesco-trains-malian-armed-forces-and-security-protection-cultural-heritage
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Protecting cultural heritage is a matter of peace and security, directly linked to the protection of 
human lives. With focus on how to implement the 1954 Hague Convention and its two protocols 
(1954 and 1999), thirty representatives from Mali’s army, security, customs, and the local and 
national police had a training encompassing preventive measures, emergency situations, and 
museum security, putting the Convention into perspective with practical dimensions that 
included unique access to cultural property.  
 
The International Criminal Court (ICC) in the Hague decreed that the destruction of heritage is 
a war crime.  This was an outcome of the case of Ahmad Al-Faqui Al Mahdi who was 
condemned in August 2016 for the destruction of nine of the mausoleums of Timbuktu and the 
door of the Sidi Yahia Mosque in 2012 and 2013. Since army and security forces are at the 
forefront of the conflict, they play a vital role in protecting people and cultural heritage. Various 
legal instruments adopted by the international community frame this important task. It is within 
the framework of capacity-building and support to Member States that UNESCO, in collaboration 
with the Malian Government, is organizing several awareness-raising and training workshops for 
the military to familiarize them with the tools at their disposal for ensuring protection of citizens 
and cultural property.  
 
Many of the participants were involved in military operations in northern Mali and the workshop 
led to a reflection on the necessity of integrating military intervention protocols and 
strategies on the protection of cultural property at all levels of the command chain. 
The participants adopted proposals for the attention of the Malian Government, calling for the 
implementation of a number of measures promoting the protection of cultural heritage and 
including a capacity-building program for the National Defense and National Customs which 
would integrate teaching modules on heritage protection and UNESCO cultural conventions in 
training schools.  
 
The workshop was organized with the National Directorate of Cultural Heritage (DNPC) and 
supported by the Ministry of Culture of Mali.  It was chaired by  Ms N’Diaye Ramatoulaye Diallo, 
the Minister of Culture in Mali. Another UNESCO training from 21 – 26 November with the army 
features the importance of freedom of expression and the safety of journalists, in collaboration 
with the Ministry of Security, EUCAP-Sahel Mali, and the International Organization of the 
Francophonie (OIF).  
 
:::::::  
 
UNESCO Director-General welcomes the liberation of Nimrud and renews the call for 
the protection of heritage in Iraq 
25 November 2016 
Following the confirmation by Iraqi authorities of the liberation of the archaeological site of 
Nimrud, the Director-General of UNESCO, Irina Bokova, has reiterated her support to the people 
of Iraq and the need to unite for the protection of heritage in the country. 
 
‘This liberation is highly significant for the Iraqi people and the international community. We are 
now at the beginning of a new battle for the preservation of heritage and the promotion of 
culture as a tool for peace, dignity and pride for all Iraqis. UNESCO is absolutely determined to 
support Iraq in assessing the damages and protecting the remains from further looting and 
damage. This calls for unity and coordination, building on the best of international expertise. 

http://www.unesco.org/new/en/culture/themes/armed-conflict-and-heritage/
http://www.unesco.org/new/en/culture/themes/armed-conflict-and-heritage/
http://en.unesco.org/news/unesco-director-general-welcomes-liberation-nimrud-and-renews-call-protection-heritage-iraq
http://en.unesco.org/news/unesco-director-general-welcomes-liberation-nimrud-and-renews-call-protection-heritage-iraq
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This is vital for Iraq and important for the world, and it is vital to help tackle a tragic 
humanitarian situation” said the Director General.  
 
“The damage inflicted to Nimrud is a major loss for Iraq and for the world. The protection and 
rehabilitation of Iraqi’s heritage, in Nimrud and beyond, is essential for stability and cohesion in 
the country and the entire region,” she continued.  
 
Work is underway on the ground to provide assessment in the coming weeks and UNESCO will 
intensify its actions in the framework of its Emergency Action Plan in Iraq. UNESCO is also 
reinforcing educational activities within the #unite4heritage campaign in camps for internally 
displaced persons in Erbil and schools in Baghdad, to raise awareness on the need to protect 
cultural heritage.  
 
Situated 32 kilometres south of Mosul, the city of Nimrud (Kalakh), was founded more than 
3,300 years ago. It was one of the capitals of the Assyrian Empire, and its frescoes and works 
are celebrated around the world, in literature and sacred texts. Inscribed on Iraq’s Tentative 
List for World Heritage since 2000, the city was deliberately and severely damaged by extremist 
armed groups in 2015. In March and April 2015, videos on social media channels showed 
severe damage to the north-west part of the Palace of Ashurnasirpal II, dating back to 879 B.C, 
along with destruction of stone sculptures from the neo-Assyrian era, with hammers and 
explosives. The damages were remotely assessed and the destruction was confirmed via 
satellite imagery analyzed by UNESCO’s partner, the UNITAR’s Operational Satellite Applications 
Programme – UNOSAT.  
 
These acts of cultural cleansing were denounced by the Director-General of UNESCO. “These 
destructions may amount to a war crime and UNESCO will do everything in its power to 
document the damage so that these attacks do not go unpunished,” said Ms Bokova. 
 
:::::::  
:::::::  
 
Sustainable Development – Rural Contexts 
 
Rural Development Report 2016 - Fostering inclusive rural transformation 
International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) 
2016 : 378 pages  ISBN 978-92-9072-680-7 
Development context and main messages 
[Excerpts] 
 
…IFAD’s 2016 Rural Development Report aims to shed light on this evolving rural landscape in  
order to inform the programmatic and policy choices of local, regional and global development 
practitioners, including IFAD. The Report examines rural development through the prism of the 
transformation of rural areas and the wider economy, yielding the following five main 
messages: 
 
1. Rural transformation does not happen in isolation, but as part of a broader process of 
structural transformation shaped by the interlinkages between agriculture, the rural non-farm 
economy, manufacturing and services. Rural transformation is essential for structural 
transformation… 

http://www.unite4heritage.org/
https://www.ifad.org/documents/30600024/c734d0c4-fbb1-4507-9b4b-6c432c6f38c3
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2. While rural transformation may generate both positive and negative effects for rural people, 
inclusive rural transformation must be made to happen; it will not happen automatically… 
 
3. Rapid rural or structural transformation, while necessary, do not automatically lead to a  
rapid reduction in rural poverty… 
 
4. Inclusive rural transformation hinges on agriculture, which retains its importance as the 
transformation unfolds, but requires that distinct agricultural policies be adopted at different 
stages of rural transformation… 
 
5. Rural development strategies for inclusive rural transformation are context-specific, but have 
a similar direction, with high-priority policy reforms, institutional innovations and investments 
dependent on the speed and inclusiveness of the transformation pathways to date… 
 
…The core strategic choices revolve around ensuring that the poor and marginalized are drawn 
into the policies, institutions and investments that can ameliorate the distributional 
consequences of rapid transformation. The complexity and continuity of the strategic challenges 
are as potent as the context-specific and pathway-determined strategic opportunities. 
 
IFAD and its country partners have long recognized the importance of considering rural people 
as part of the solution, and must continue to do so, focusing on actions that facilitate their 
inclusion during the different stages of structural and rural transformation. 
 
The link of these findings and implications to the global rural development agenda and, more  
broadly, to the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development is clear, powerful and affirmative. 
Hundreds of millions of rural people will be key actors in developing sustainable development 
solutions. 
 
This Report focuses on inclusive rural transformation as a central element of the global efforts 
to eliminate poverty and hunger, and build inclusive and sustainable societies for all. The policy 
and programme implications in various regions and thematic areas of intervention are based on 
both rigorous analysis and IFAD’s 40 years of experience investing in rural people and enabling 
inclusive and sustainable transformation of rural areas. 
 
Press Release 
IFAD calls for policies to empower rural youth, encourage private investment, increase access to 
land and finance to end poverty in West and Central Africa  
Abidjan/Rome, 23 November 2016 - Youth unemployment, insecure land tenure and weak value 
chains are the main obstacles in the way of ending poverty and inequality in West and Central 
Africa, says a new report to be presented today in Abidjan by the International Fund for 
Agricultural Development (IFAD), in collaboration with the African Development Bank (AfDB). 
Youth under the age of 35 account for 75 per cent of the population of the region which also 
has the highest number of rural youth than any other region in the world. Empowering youth is 
the first step towards achieving prosperity in the region, says the report. 
 
“The lack of social and economic opportunities for the large number of young people in the 
region is the principal driver of migration, says Michel Mordasini, Vice-President of 
IFAD.  “However, by making the right investments – to improve infrastructure, secure land 

https://www.ifad.org/en/newsroom/press_release/tags/p74/y2016/35593917
https://www.ifad.org/en/newsroom/press_release/tags/p74/y2016/35593917
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tenure and facilitate their access to finance and training – we can capture the labour and 
energy of the young generation to transform rural areas into vibrant places to live and work,” 
he adds. 
 
The Rural Development Report 2016: Fostering Inclusive Rural Transformation is a rallying call 
for policymakers and development practitioners to win the global war against poverty. This 
systematic and rigorous analysis of the rural sector gives a greater understanding of what key 
investments and policy reforms should be prioritized to transform rural areas in developing 
countries so that people and nations can benefit… 
 
:::::::  
:::::::  
 
Health 
 
World AIDS Day message 2016 
UNAIDS  
1 December 2016 
Michel Sidibé, Executive Director of UNAIDS, Under-Secretary-General of the United Nations 
Today, we commemorate World AIDS Day—we stand in solidarity with the 78 million people 
who have become infected with HIV and remember the 35 million who have died from AIDS-
related illnesses since the first cases of HIV were reported. 
 
The world has committed to end the AIDS epidemic by 2030 as part of the Sustainable 
Development Goals. We are seeing that countries are getting on the Fast-Track—more than 18 
million people are on life-saving HIV treatment and country after country is on track to virtually 
eliminate HIV transmission from mother to child.  
 
We are winning against the AIDS epidemic, but we are not seeing progress everywhere. The 
number of new HIV infections is not declining among adults, with young women particularly at 
risk of becoming infected with HIV. 
 
We know that for girls in sub-Saharan Africa, the transition to adulthood is a particularly 
dangerous time. Young women are facing a triple threat: a high risk of HIV infection, low rates 
of HIV testing and poor adherence to HIV treatment. 
 
Coinfections of people living with HIV, such as tuberculosis (TB), cervical cancer and hepatitis 
C, are at risk of putting the 2020 target of fewer than 500,000 AIDS-related deaths out of 
reach. TB caused about a third of AIDS-related deaths in 2015, while women living with HIV are 
at four to five times greater risk of developing cervical cancer. Taking AIDS out of isolation 
remains an imperative if the world is to reach the 2020 target. 
 
With access to treatment, people living with HIV are living longer. Investing in treatment is 
paying off, but people older than 50 who are living with HIV, including people who are on 
treatment, are at increased risk of developing age-associated noncommunicable diseases, 
affecting HIV disease progression. 
 
AIDS is not over, but it can be if we tailor the response to individual needs at particular times in 
life. Whatever our individual situation may be, we all need access to the tools to protect us from 

http://www.unaids.org/en/resources/presscentre/pressreleaseandstatementarchive/2016/november/WAD2016message
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HIV and to access antiretroviral medicines should we need them. A life-cycle approach to HIV 
that finds solutions for everyone at every stage of life can address the complexities of HIV. 
Risks and challenges change as people go through life, highlighting the need to adapt HIV 
prevention and treatment strategies from birth to old age. 
 
The success we have achieved so far gives us hope for the future, but as we look ahead we 
must remember not to be complacent. We cannot stop now. This is the time to move forward 
together to ensure that all children start their lives free from HIV, that young people and adults 
grow up and stay free from HIV and that treatment becomes more accessible so that everyone 
stays AIDS-free.  
 
:::::::  
 
Universal Access to Medicines, Technologies Essential for Human Well-
being, Secretary-General Says, Encouraging Compliance with Health Panel’s 
Findings 
SG/SM/18293-DEV/3255 
22 November 2016 
Following is UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon’s message on the report of the High-level Panel 
on Access to Medicines — “Promoting Innovation and Access to Health Technologies”, in New 
York today: 
Despite great scientific progress, all countries, from the poorest to the most prosperous, are 
facing challenges related to the costs of many medicines, diagnostics, medical devices and 
vaccines.  Since rising costs of health technologies can push people into poverty, we have a 
shared duty to find solutions to ensure access to these technologies for all. 
 
Soon after Member States adopted the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, I convened 
an independent High-level Panel on Access to Medicines to “recommend solutions for remedying 
the policy incoherence between the justifiable rights of inventors, international human rights 
law, trade rules and public health in the context of health technologies”. 
 
After an extensive and inclusive enquiry, the Panel released its report in September with a 
simple yet powerful message:  no one should suffer because they cannot afford medicines, 
diagnostics, medical devices or vaccines.  The report makes recommendations to Governments, 
international organizations, industry, civil society and other stakeholders.  The report addresses 
the relationship between intellectual property, access to health technologies, incentives for 
research and development and the opportunities to strengthen governance, accountability and 
transparency.  It also serves as an important reminder of our duty to not only respect, but to 
protect and fulfil the highest attainable right to health… 
 
I welcome the findings of this consensus report, including the individual commentaries by 
members, as a milestone in our ongoing dialogue and our quest for sustainable solutions.  I 
encourage all stakeholders to review the report and its recommendations, taking into account 
existing international agreements and publications on this essential matter.  In this regard, I 
further encourage all stakeholders to chart a way forward in appropriate fora to ensure access 
to medicines and health technologies for all who need them, wherever they are.  This will 
represent a tremendous step towards meeting the right to the highest attainable standard of 
health, as well as Sustainable Development Goal 3 to ensure healthy lives and promote the 
well-being of all people of all ages, everywhere. 

https://www.un.org/press/en/2016/sgsm18293.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2016/sgsm18293.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2016/sgsm18293.doc.htm
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:::::::  
:::::::  
 
Emergencies 
 
Haiti’s Ministry of Health successfully vaccinates 729,000 persons against cholera 
Port-au-Prince, Haiti, 23 Nov. 2016—Haiti’s Ministry of Health (MSPP) is nearing completion of 
its vaccination campaign against cholera, having reached more than 729,000 people with 
vaccines in Sud and Grand Anse departments, areas ravaged by Hurricane Matthew. 
 
With support from the Pan American Health Organization / World Health Organization (PAHO / 
WHO) and other partners, vaccination teams fanned out across the two departments starting 
Nov. 8, aiming to reduce the burden of cholera cases by immunizing people in 16 different 
communes where cholera cases had been reported and where water and sanitation systems 
were damaged. 
 
Ministry of Health early reports show that vaccination coverage reached 94 percent in Grande 
Anse and 90 percent in Sud Department, but the communes of Moron (Grande Anse), Port-a-
Piment, and Chardonnieres (Sud) had lower than average coverage.  In some areas teams were 
hampered by difficult access as roads were cut by the hurricane, and populations were 
displaced, said PAHO-WHO Representative Dr. Jean-Luc Poncelet. Ministry of Health officials are 
now collecting data and consolidating results, while looking for pockets of unvaccinated people 
in the communes. 
 
Epidemiologists and immunization experts were mobilized to support the campaign, which was 
carried out with 1 million doses of oral cholera vaccine provided by GAVI through the Global 
Task Force for Cholera Control.  The International Medical Corps (IMC), CDC, UNICEF, WFP, 
PIH, Gheskio, and other vaccination partners supported the Ministry in the campaign, with 
social mobilization and logistics, including cold chain to keep vaccines potent, and transport and 
support for vaccination brigades… 
 
Since Hurricane Matthew struck Haiti October 4, more than 5,800 suspected cholera cases have 
been reported by the Ministry of Health, while the population in need of humanitarian 
assistance remains at 1.4 million, and more than 175,000 people are still in shelters, according 
to PAHO’s latest situation report. Increases in suspected malaria cases have been observed in 
Grand Ánse and Sud both Departments, and Haiti’s National program for Malaria Control began 
fumigation and destruction of mosquito breeding sites. 
 
Haiti still needs humanitarian assistance for rural areas, rehabilitation of health facilities, 
household access to chlorinated water  and community health workers especially for areas with 
non-functional facilities, Poncelet said. 
 
 
WHO Grade 3 Emergencies  [to 26 November 2106] 
Iraq - No new announcements identified. 
:: WHO scales up trauma care services for injured people from Mosul, Iraq 
   23 November 2016 – As military operations into Mosul continue, WHO is working with 
national health authorities to ensure that people with war-related trauma injuries have access 

http://www.paho.org/hq/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=12771%3Ahaiti-ministry-of-health-vaccinates-729000-persons-against-cholera&catid=1443%3Aweb-bulletins&Itemid=135&lang=en
http://www.who.int/hac/donorinfo/g3_contributions/en/
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/irq/en/index.html
http://www.emro.who.int/eha/news/who-scales-up-trauma-care-services-for-injured-people-from-mosul-iraq.html
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to live-saving medical care. WHO anticipates that approximately 40 000 civilians will require 
care for trauma injuries as a result of Mosul military operations.  
 
The Syrian Arab Republic   
:: WHO supplies prosthetic devices for Syrians injured by conflict   25 November 2016  
:: Statements - Eastern Aleppo without any hospitals for more than 250,000 residents  
   20 November 2016 – More than 250,000 men, women, and children living in Eastern Aleppo 
are now without access to hospital care following attacks on the remaining hospitals over the 
last week. According to reports to WHO from the Organization’s partners in Syria, there are 
currently no hospitals functioning in the besieged area of the city.  
 
Nigeria  - No new announcements identified. 
South Sudan  - No new announcements identified. 
Yemen - No new announcements identified. 
 
WHO Grade 2 Emergencies  [to 26 November 2106] 
Cameroon  - No new announcements identified. 
Central African Republic  - No new announcements identified. 
Democratic Republic of the Congo - No new announcements identified. 
Ethiopia  - No new announcements identified. 
Libya - No new announcements identified. 
Myanmar - No new announcements identified. 
Niger  - No new announcements identified. 
Ukraine  - No new announcements identified. 
 
 
UN OCHA – L3 Emergencies 
The UN and its humanitarian partners are currently responding to three 'L3' emergencies. This 
is the global humanitarian system's classification for the response to the most severe, large-
scale humanitarian crises.  
Iraq –  
:: Iraq: Mosul Humanitarian Response Situation Report #8 (14-20 November 2016) 
:: Press Releases - Iraq Humanitarian Crisis, 25 November 2016 
IN NUMBERS 
10m - PEOPLE IN NEED OF SOME FORM OF HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE 
4m - PEOPLE HAVE BEEN INTERNALLY DISPLACED SINCE JANUARY 2014 
1.7m - PEOPLE ARE ESTIMATED TO LIVE IN AREAS OUTSIDE GOVERNMENT CONTROL IN 
NORTHERN AND WESTERN IRAQ; MANY ARE LIKELY TO BE VULNERABLE 
8m - PEOPLE NEED PROTECTION ASSISTANCE 
480,000 - PEOPLE HAVE BEEN NEWLY DISPLACED IN 2016 
920,000 - DISPLACED PEOPLE ARE HOSTED IN THE KURDISTAN REGION OF IRAQ 
$861m - REQUESTED TO SUPPORT 7.3 MILLION VULNERABLE IRAQIS 
70% - OF THE REQUESTED FUNDING HAS BEEN RECEIVED 
$284m - REQUESTED TO SCALE-UP PREPAREDNESS EFFORTS AHEAD OF THE EXPECTED 
MILITARY CAMPAIGN TO RETAKE MOSUL 
73% - OF THE REQUIRED AMOUNT FOR THE MOSUL FLASH APPEAL HAS BEEN RECEIVED 
 
Syria  

http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/syr/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/syr/who-spplies-prosthetic-devices/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/entity/mediacentre/news/statements/2016/aleppo-without-hospitals-syria/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/nga/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/ssd/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/yem/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/hac/donorinfo/g3_contributions/en/
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/cmr/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/caf/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/cod/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/eth/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/lby/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/mmr/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/ner/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/ukr/en/index.html
http://www.unocha.org/where-we-work/emergencies
http://www.unocha.org/iraq
http://reliefweb.int/node/1788776
http://reliefweb.int/node/1796039
http://www.unocha.org/syria
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:: Rajm Slebi evacuations completed - but further arrivals possible as Mosul offensive continues 
26 Nov 2016 
:: Statement on the resumption of life-saving assistance at the Jordan-Syria border  22 Nov 
2016 
 
Yemen  
:: Yemen: Cholera Outbreak Weekly AWD/Cholera Situation Report 10 – 17 November 2016  21 
Nov 2016 

 
*                       *                       *                        * 

 

:: Agency/Government/IGO Watch 
We will monitor a growing number of relevant agency, government and IGO organizations for 
key media releases, announcements, research, and initiatives. Generally, we will focus on 
regional or global level content recognizing limitation of space, meaning country-specific 
coverage is limited. Please suggest additional organizations to monitor. 
 
United Nations – Secretary General, Security Council, General Assembly  
[to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.un.org/en/unpress/ 
Selected Press Releases/Meetings Coverage  
27 November 2016  
ENV/DEV/1762 
International Stakeholders Endorse Ashgabat Statement Supporting Cleaner, Greener 
Transportation, as Sustainable Transport Conference Concludes 
ASHGABAT, 27 November — As the first ever Global Sustainable Transport Conference 
concluded today, representatives of more than 50 countries endorsed the Ashgabat Statement 
on Commitments and Policy Recommendations, with a view to supporting cleaner, greener 
transportation, from local transit systems to worldwide multimodal networks. 
 
21 November 2016  
SC/12597 
Those Besieging Syrian Cities Know Security Council Unable, Unwilling to Stop Them, 
Emergency Relief Coordinator Says in Briefing 
Those maintaining the sieges in Syria knew by now that the Security Council was unable or 
unwilling to enforce its will or agree on steps to stop them, the Under-Secretary-General for 
Humanitarian Affairs and Emergency Relief Coordinator told the 15-nation body today. 
 
21 November 2016  
SG/SM/18290 
Welcoming Peaceful Elections in Haiti, Secretary-General Calls on All Parties to Reject Violence, 
Place National Interests at Forefront 
 
 
UN OHCHR Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights [to 26 
November 2106] 
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/media.aspx?IsMediaPage=true  
Selected Press Releases – “TOP NEWS” 
Egypt steps up travel bans on rights defenders with “chilling effect”, UN expert warns 

http://reliefweb.int/node/1796049
https://docs.unocha.org/sites/dms/Documents/ERC%20USG%20Stephen%20OBrien%20on%20Syria_22%20November2016.pdf
http://www.unocha.org/yemen
http://reliefweb.int/node/1787286
http://www.un.org/en/unpress/
https://www.un.org/press/en/2016/envdev1762.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2016/envdev1762.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2016/sc12597.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2016/sc12597.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2016/sgsm18290.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2016/sgsm18290.doc.htm
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/media.aspx?IsMediaPage=true
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=20924&LangID=E
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For International Women Human Rights Defenders Day – 29 November 2016 
 
North Korea: UN expert calls for a people-centred approach 
 
UN Special Rapporteur on torture to visit Turkey 
[See Week in Review above for more detail] 
 
UN expert urges Turkey to release detainees amid “grave concern” about free speech 
 
UN experts condemn charges against Iranian woman seeking missing relatives 
 
Right to health in Croatia: UN expert to make first visit 
 
Press briefing note on Gambia 
 
 
Committee on the Rights of the Child [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/CRC/Pages/CRCIndex.aspx 
20 November 2016 
Statement by the UN Child Rights Experts for Universal Children's Day 
   …“On Universal Children’s Day, we call upon all states which have not yet done so, to take 
steps towards the ratification of the Convention on the Rights of the Child and of its three 
optional protocols,” the experts urged. 
Benyam Dawit MEZMUR, Chairperson of the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child  
Marta Santos Pais, Special Representative of the UN Secretary-General on Violence against 
Children  
Leila Zerrougui, Special Representative of the UN Secretary-General for Children and Armed 
Conflict 
Maud de Boer-Buquicchio, UN Special Rapporteur on the sale of children 

 
 
Special Rapporteur on the sale of children, child prostitution and child pornography 
[to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/ChildrenIndex.aspx  
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
SRSG/CAAC Office of the Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Children and 
Armed Conflict [to 26 November 2106] 
https://childrenandarmedconflict.un.org/virtual-library/press-release-archive/ 
23 Nov 16 
Sudan: SPLM-North Signs Action Plan to End Recruitment and Use of Children in Conflict 
   Geneva/Khartoum– Today in Geneva, the Sudan People’s Liberation Movement-North (SPLM-
N) signed an Action Plan with the United Nations to end and prevent the recruitment and use of 
children in conflict. 
   The chairman of the SPLM-N, Malik Agar, signed the Action Plan in a ceremony taking place 
at the United Nations’ Palais des Nations in Geneva. 

http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=20938&LangID=E
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=20937&LangID=E
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=20930&LangID=E
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=20892&LangID=E
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=20928&LangID=E
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=20935&LangID=E
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=20908&LangID=E
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/CRC/Pages/CRCIndex.aspx
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=20907&LangID=E
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/ChildrenIndex.aspx
https://childrenandarmedconflict.un.org/virtual-library/press-release-archive/
https://childrenandarmedconflict.un.org/press-release/sudan-splm-north-signs-action-plan/
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   “SPLM-N is firmly committed to the protection of children in conflict and today’s signing is a 
continuity of that commitment”, declared Malik Agar, following the signing ceremony. 
   “We welcome the SPLM-N’s commitment to better protect children by ending and preventing 
the recruitment and use of children. The United Nations in Sudan reiterates that it stands ready 
to support the full implementation of this Action Plan,” declared the co-chairs of the United 
Nations Country Task Force on Monitoring and Reporting, Marta Ruedas, UN Resident and 
Humanitarian Coordinator and Abdullah A. Fadil, UNICEF Representative. Abdullah A. Fadil, 
UNICEF Representative in Sudan, signed the Action Plan and represented the United Nations in 
Sudan… 
 
 
Special Rapporteur on the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest 
attainable standard of physical and mental health  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Health/Pages/SRRightHealthIndex.aspx 
25 November 2016 
Right to health in Croatia: UN expert to make first visit 
 
 
SRSG/SVC Office of the Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Sexual Violence in 
Conflict [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.un.org/sexualviolenceinconflict/media/press-releases/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
UN OCHA [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.unocha.org/media-resources/press-releases 
Selected Press Releases 
26 Nov 2016  
Iraq: Iraq Humanitarian Crisis, 25 November 2016  
 
25 Nov 2016  
Iraq: Mosul Humanitarian Crisis, 24 November 2016  
Source: UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs Country: Iraq IN NUMBERS 
73,000 people are currently displaced 78% of displaced people are in emergency camps 23% of 
displaced people are in host communities 62,000 more spaces are available to shelter displaced 
people in emergency camps 452,000 additional spaces are under construction or planned 
146,000 people have been reached by first-line emergency assistance  
 
24 Nov 2016  
Central African Republic: The Acting Humanitarian Coordinator in the Central African Republic, 
Dr. Michel Yao strongly condemns the presence of armed men around the hospital in Bria  
Source: UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs Country: Central African Republic 
Bangui, 23 November 2016 - Following renewed violence in Bria, Haute Kotto province on 21 
November 2016, the Acting Humanitarian Coordinator in the Central African Republic (CAR), Dr. 
Michel Yao, strongly condemns the presence of armed men around the hospital in Bria. He 
reiterates his call for the civilian status of health structures and staff to be respected… 
 
24 Nov 2016  
Sudan: South Sudanese Influx into East Darfur Fact Sheet Issue 6 | 1 November 2016  

http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Health/Pages/SRRightHealthIndex.aspx
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=20935&LangID=E
http://www.un.org/sexualviolenceinconflict/media/press-releases/
http://www.unocha.org/media-resources/press-releases
http://reliefweb.int/report/iraq/iraq-humanitarian-crisis-25-november-2016
http://reliefweb.int/report/iraq/mosul-humanitarian-crisis-24-november-2016
http://reliefweb.int/report/central-african-republic/acting-humanitarian-coordinator-central-african-republic-dr-michel
http://reliefweb.int/report/central-african-republic/acting-humanitarian-coordinator-central-african-republic-dr-michel
http://reliefweb.int/report/sudan/south-sudanese-influx-east-darfur-fact-sheet-issue-6-1-november-2016
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Source: UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, UN High Commissioner for 
Refugees Country: South Sudan, Sudan Key Facts Since late January 2016, there was a influx of 
South Sudanese refugees fleeing into Sudan and settling for the first time in large numbers in 
East Darfur State. In nine months, the refugee population in the state increased from 164 
individuals (December 2015) to over 54,000 refugees (30 September).  
 
23 Nov 2016  
occupied Palestinian territory: Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs and Emergency 
Relief Coordinator, Stephen O'Brien Statement to the Security Council on the Humanitarian 
Situation in the oPt, 23 November 2016  
 
23 Nov 2016  
Jordan: The UN Humanitarian Coordinator In Jordan Announces The Resumption Of Life-Saving 
Humanitarian Assistance At The Jordanian-Syrian Borders  
 
 
UNICEF [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.unicef.org/media/media_89711.html 
27 November 2016  
Half a million children live under siege in Syria  
   NEW YORK/AMMAN/DAMASCUS,– As violence continues to escalate across Syria, the number 
of children living under siege has doubled in less than one year. Nearly 500,000 children now 
live in 16 besieged areas across the country, almost completely cut off from sustained 
humanitarian aid and basic services.  
Statement on Turkey's Draft Bill on sexual abuse against children 
   ANKARA, Turkey, 21 November 2016 - UNICEF, UNFPA, UN Women and UNDP in Turkey, are 
deeply concerned by the draft Bill submitted to the Parliament during the legislative debates on 
November 17 which may lead to some type of amnesty for child abuse perpetrators on the 
condition that the perpetrator marries the victim. 
 
Stop bombing schools and hospitals, says UNICEF 
   AMMAN, 21 November 2016 – “It has been a horrific week for Syria’s children – living and 
dying under the relentless bombardment of schools, homes and hospitals. 
 
UNICEF Executive Director Anthony Lake statement on Universal Children’s Day: Protect the 
rights of every child  
   NEW YORK, 20 November 2016 – “Universal Children’s Day is more than a day to celebrate 
children everywhere. It is an annual opportunity to recommit ourselves to protecting the rights 
of every child.   
 
 
UNHCR Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/media-centre.html 
Press Releases 
News comment by UN High Commissioner for Refugees, Filippo Grandi, on the peace 
agreement in Colombia  
24 Nov 2016 
 
Briefing Notes 

http://reliefweb.int/report/occupied-palestinian-territory/under-secretary-general-humanitarian-affairs-and-emergency-2
http://reliefweb.int/report/occupied-palestinian-territory/under-secretary-general-humanitarian-affairs-and-emergency-2
http://reliefweb.int/report/occupied-palestinian-territory/under-secretary-general-humanitarian-affairs-and-emergency-2
http://reliefweb.int/report/jordan/un-humanitarian-coordinator-jordan-announces-resumption-life-saving-humanitarian
http://reliefweb.int/report/jordan/un-humanitarian-coordinator-jordan-announces-resumption-life-saving-humanitarian
http://www.unicef.org/media/media_89711.html
https://www.unicef.org/media/media_93417.html
https://www.unicef.org/media/media_93338.html
https://www.unicef.org/media/media_93337.html
https://www.unicef.org/media/media_93334.html
https://www.unicef.org/media/media_93334.html
http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/media-centre.html
http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/news/press/2016/11/5837227d9/news-comment-un-high-commissioner-refugees-filippo-grandi-peace-agreement.html
http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/news/press/2016/11/5837227d9/news-comment-un-high-commissioner-refugees-filippo-grandi-peace-agreement.html
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Thousands of Nigerian refugees need help in remote north of Cameroon  
25 Nov 2016 
 
UNHCR Expands Winter Assistance to Help 4.6 Million in Syria, Iraq and Region 
25 Nov 2016  
   
UNHCR Opens New Camps for Displaced Iraqis Fleeing Mosul  
25 Nov 2016  
   
UNHCR chief appeals for easing of restrictions on movement across contact line in Eastern 
Ukraine  
25 Nov 2016  
 
 
IOM / International Organization for Migration [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.iom.int/press-room/press-releases 
2016-11-25  
Mosul Displacement Continues, as Displaced Families Return to Ramadi  
   Iraq - Over one month into Mosul military operations nearly 73,000 Iraqis are currently 
displaced from Mosul and adjacent districts.  
 
Mediterranean Migrant Arrivals Reach 345,676; Deaths at Sea: 4,663  
2016-11-25  
   Switzerland - IOM reports that 345,676 migrants and refugees entered Europe by sea in 2016 
through 23 November, arriving mostly in Greece and Italy. 
 
IOM Supports Migrants’ Equitable Access to Healthcare in South Africa 
2016-11-25 16:47 
   South Africa - Government employees and civil society representatives convened this week 
(22-23/11) in Johannesburg for the third National Migration Health Consultation to discuss 
South Africa’s progress in responding to the HIV epidemic. The national consultations have 
been... 
 
UN Announces Resumption of Life-Saving Assistance at Jordanian-Syrian Borders 
2016-11-23 10:42 
   Jordan – The UN Humanitarian Coordinator in Jordan announced the resumption of life-saving 
humanitarian assistance to stranded Syrians at the Jordanian-Syrian borders. 
 
 
UNAIDS  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.unaids.org/en/resources/presscentre/ 
Press statement 
World AIDS Day message 2016 
1 December 2016 
[See Week in Review above for more detail] 
 
 
WHO & Regional Offices [to 26 November 2106] 
International day for the elimination of violence against women 

http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/news/briefing/2016/11/58380f3f4/thousands-nigerian-refugees-need-help-remote-north-cameroon.html
http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/news/briefing/2016/11/583810b34/unhcr-expands-winter-assistance-help-46-million-syria-iraq-region.html
http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/news/briefing/2016/11/58380dd14/unhcr-opens-new-camps-displaced-iraqis-fleeing-mosul.html
http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/news/briefing/2016/11/5838101c4/unhcr-chief-appeals-easing-restrictions-movement-across-contact-line-eastern.html
http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/news/briefing/2016/11/5838101c4/unhcr-chief-appeals-easing-restrictions-movement-across-contact-line-eastern.html
http://www.iom.int/press-room/press-releases
http://www.iom.int/news/mosul-displacement-continues-displaced-families-return-ramadi
http://www.iom.int/news/mediterranean-migrant-arrivals-reach-345676-deaths-sea-4663
http://www.iom.int/news/iom-supports-migrants-equitable-access-healthcare-south-africa
http://www.iom.int/news/un-humanitarian-coordinator-jordan-announces-resumption-life-saving-humanitarian-assistance
http://www.unaids.org/en/resources/presscentre/
http://www.unaids.org/en/resources/presscentre/pressreleaseandstatementarchive/2016/november/WAD2016message
http://www.who.int/entity/mediacentre/factsheets/fs239/en/index.html
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  25 November 2016 – Worldwide, 1 in 3 women will experience physical and/or sexual violence 
by an intimate partner, or sexual violence by a non-partner at some point in their life. Women 
who have experienced violence use health services more than non-abused women. Health 
professionals are in a unique position to address the health, psychosocial, and legal needs of 
women who have experienced violence.  
 
Eliminating malaria in the Greater Mekong Subregion 
   25 November 2016 – Since 2012, countries across the Greater Mekong Subregion have 
reported a sharp decline in malaria cases and deaths. But the spread of antimalarial drug 
resistance threatens to undermine these gains. A new report from WHO offers a set of tried-
and-tested approaches that can help countries end transmission of this deadly disease.  
Report  
 
Highlights  
WHO scales up trauma care services for injured people from Mosul, Iraq 
November 2016 – As military operations into Mosul continue, WHO is working with national 
health authorities to ensure that people with war-related trauma injuries have access to live-
saving medical care. WHO anticipates that approximately 40,000 civilians will require care for 
trauma injuries as a result of Mosul military operations.  
 
WHO and partners immunized over 155,000 migrant children in South Sudan 
November 2016 – In response to the poliomyelitis outbreak associated with type 2 circulating 
vaccine-derived poliovirus and ambiguous vaccine derived polio virus identified in Unity state, 
WHO, in collaboration with Ministry of Health and partners immunized over 155 000 migrant 
children under the age of 15 through special vaccination posts.  
 
Handbook: Strategizing national health in the 21st century 
November 2016 – A new WHO handbook on national health planning and strategizing has been 
launched, providing up-to-date and practical guidance. The handbook establishes a set of best 
practices to support strategic plans for health and represents the wealth of experience 
accumulated by WHO on national health policies, strategies and plans (NHPSPs).  
 
UN urges protection for breastfeeding, end of inappropriate marketing of substitutes 
November 2016 – Today, UN human rights experts told countries that they need to do more to 
support and protect breastfeeding as a human right, including ending the inappropriate 
marketing of breast-milk substitutes and other foods intended for infants and young children.  
 
 
Stories from countries  
Winning the war against yellow fever  
25 November 2016  
 
Finding the gaps in meeting adolescent health needs in Nepal  
22 November 2016 
 
 
:: WHO Regional Offices 
Selected Press Releases, Announcements 
WHO African Region AFRO   

http://www.who.int/entity/malaria/publications/atoz/eliminating-malaria-greater-mekong/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/entity/malaria/publications/atoz/eliminating-malaria-greater-mekong/en/index.html
http://www.emro.who.int/eha/news/who-scales-up-trauma-care-services-for-injured-people-from-mosul-iraq.html
http://www.afro.who.int/en/ssd/news/item/9203-who-and-partners-immunized-over-155-000-migrant-children-through-special-vaccination-posts-in-south-sudan.html
http://www.who.int/entity/healthsystems/publications/nhpsp-handbook/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/entity/nutrition/topics/UNhumanrights-statement-breastfeeding-rights/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/features/2016/winning-the-war-against-yellow-fever/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/features/2016/adolescent-health-nepal/en/index.html
http://www.afro.who.int/
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:: Regional consultation in Chad to discuss accelerating progress towards the prevention and 
control of HIV infection in children and adolescents - 22 November 2016  
:: Global leaders agree to promote health to achieve Sustainable Development Goals - 21 
November 2016  
 
WHO Region of the Americas PAHO 
No new digest content identified. 
 
WHO South-East Asia Region SEARO 
:: Countries of the South-East Asia Region Launch Path-breaking Initiative to Guarantee High-
Quality Medical Products 
25 November 2016 
 
WHO European Region EURO 
:: Influenza A(H5N8) virus detected in birds in several countries in the WHO European Region 
24-11-2016  
:: WHO and European Committee of the Regions join forces to improve European dialogue on 
health policy 22-11-2016 
 
WHO Eastern Mediterranean Region EMRO 
:: WHO scales up trauma care services for injured people from Mosul, Iraq  24 November 2016 
:: WHO denounces false reporting regarding Iraq  20 November 2016  
 
WHO Western Pacific Region  
:: Partnership, protection, response and empowerment: rolling out essential services to end 
gender-based violence against women and girls in Asia and the Pacific  
   BANGKOK, 24 November 2016 – Governments, civil society and the United Nations family in 
Asia and the Pacific are strengthening efforts to respond to the persistent scourge of gender-
based violence against women and girls in the region, with the roll-out of an essential services 
package that incorporates prevention and response underpinned by strategic partnerships, 
impactful laws and policies, and justice and healing for survivors. 
 
 
World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE)   [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.oie.int/en/for-the-media/press-releases/2016/ 
23/11/16 
23rd Conference of the OIE Regional Commission for the Americas - Summary 
14-18 November 2016 
Santa Cruz de la Sierra, Bolivia  
 
 
UNFPA  United Nations Population Fund [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.unfpa.org/press/press-release 
Press Release 
Joint UNICEF, UNFPA, UN Women and UNDP Statement on Turkey's Draft Bill on Sexual Abuse 
against Children 
   Ankara, 21 November 2016 - UNICEF, UNFPA, UN Women and UNDP in Turkey are deeply 
concerned by the draft Bill submitted to the Parliament during the legislative debates on 
November 17… 

http://www.afro.who.int/en/media-centre/media-advisory/item/9201-regional-consultation-in-chad-to-discuss-accelerating-progress-towards-the-prevention-and-control-of-hiv-infection-in-children-and-adolescents.html
http://www.afro.who.int/en/media-centre/media-advisory/item/9201-regional-consultation-in-chad-to-discuss-accelerating-progress-towards-the-prevention-and-control-of-hiv-infection-in-children-and-adolescents.html
http://www.afro.who.int/en/media-centre/pressreleases/item/9200-global-leaders-agree-to-promote-health-to-achieve-sustainable-development-goals.html
http://www.afro.who.int/en/media-centre/pressreleases/item/9200-global-leaders-agree-to-promote-health-to-achieve-sustainable-development-goals.html
http://www.paho.org/hq/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=466&Itemid=40108&lang=en
http://www.searo.who.int/
http://www.searo.who.int/mediacentre/releases/2016/1643/en/index.html
http://www.searo.who.int/mediacentre/releases/2016/1643/en/index.html
http://www.euro.who.int/
http://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/communicable-diseases/influenza/news/news/2016/11/influenza-ah5n8-virus-detected-in-birds-in-several-countries-in-the-who-european-region2
http://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/communicable-diseases/influenza/news/news/2016/11/influenza-ah5n8-virus-detected-in-birds-in-several-countries-in-the-who-european-region2
http://www.euro.who.int/en/about-us/regional-director/news/news/2016/11/who-and-european-committee-of-the-regions-join-forces-to-improve-european-dialogue-on-health-policy2
http://www.euro.who.int/en/about-us/regional-director/news/news/2016/11/who-and-european-committee-of-the-regions-join-forces-to-improve-european-dialogue-on-health-policy2
http://www.emro.who.int/
http://www.emro.who.int/eha/news/who-scales-up-trauma-care-services-for-injured-people-from-mosul-iraq.html
http://www.emro.who.int/media/news/who-denounces-false-reporting-regarding-iraq.html
http://www.wpro.who.int/
http://www.wpro.who.int/mediacentre/releases/2016/20161125/en/index.html
http://www.wpro.who.int/mediacentre/releases/2016/20161125/en/index.html
http://www.oie.int/en/for-the-media/press-releases/2016/
http://www.oie.int/en/for-the-media/press-releases/2016/23rd-conference-of-the-oie-regional-commission-for-the-americas/
http://www.unfpa.org/press/press-release
http://www.unfpa.org/press/joint-unicef-unfpa-un-women-and-undp-statement-turkeys-draft-bill-sexual-abuse-against
http://www.unfpa.org/press/joint-unicef-unfpa-un-women-and-undp-statement-turkeys-draft-bill-sexual-abuse-against
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UNDP  United Nations Development Programme [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/presscenter.html 
Selected Press Releases/Announcements 
‘Tax Inspectors Without Borders’ makes significant progress in bolstering domestic revenue 
collection Nov 22, 2016 
   Significant progress has been made by an international programme Tax Inspectors Without 
Borders (TIWB), designed to enhance the ability of developing countries to bolster domestic 
revenue collection through strengthening of tax audit capacities. 
 
UN Development Programme and Yingke Law Firm sign partnership agreement to strengthen 
South-South Cooperation Nov 21, 2016 
   The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) signed today a Partnership Agreement 
with the Beijing Yingke Law Firm, the biggest own-operated law firm in Asia Pacific, during a 
special event on the legal environment for South-South cooperation. 
 
Governments and companies from more than 30 countries meet in Panama to commit to 
advancing gender equality in the workplace  
Nov 21, 2016 
   In a global context where women earn, on average, 24 percent less than men for the same 
work and hold only 22 percent of senior management positions, more than 230 representatives 
of governments, private and public companies, trade unions and research organizations from 34 
countries gathered on Monday to share innovative strategies and discuss persistent challenges 
for advancing gender equality in the workplace. 
 
 
UN Division for Sustainable Development [to 26 November 2106] 
http://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/ 
26 and 27 November 2017 
Global Sustainable Transport Conference 
Ashgabat, Turkmenistan. 
 
 

UN Sustainable Development Solutions Network (SDSN)  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://unsdsn.org/news/ 
November 14, 2016 
Ethics in Action: “The UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals” 
   A Dialogue with Prof. Jeffrey Sachs and UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon Join the Ethics in 
Action Initiative for an interview with UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-Moon by Professor Jeffrey 
Sachs. They will discuss the UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals, adopted last September 
by 193 countries — goals to end poverty, protect the planet, and ensure prosperity for all by 
[…] 
 
 

UN Statistical Commission :: UN Statistics Division  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/default.htm 
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/statcom/commission.htm 
http://unstats.un.org/sdgs/ 

http://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/presscenter.html
http://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/presscenter/pressreleases/2016/11/22/-tax-inspectors-without-borders-makes-significant-progress-in-bolstering-domestic-revenue-collection.html
http://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/presscenter/pressreleases/2016/11/22/-tax-inspectors-without-borders-makes-significant-progress-in-bolstering-domestic-revenue-collection.html
http://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/presscenter/pressreleases/2016/11/21/un-development-programme-and-yingke-law-firm-sign-partnership-agreement-to-strengthen-south-south-cooperation-.html
http://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/presscenter/pressreleases/2016/11/21/un-development-programme-and-yingke-law-firm-sign-partnership-agreement-to-strengthen-south-south-cooperation-.html
http://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/presscenter/pressreleases/2016/11/21/governments-and-companies-from-more-than-30-countries-meet-in-panama-to-commit-to-advancing-gender-equality-in-the-workplace.html
http://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/presscenter/pressreleases/2016/11/21/governments-and-companies-from-more-than-30-countries-meet-in-panama-to-commit-to-advancing-gender-equality-in-the-workplace.html
http://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/Global-Sustainable-Transport-Conference-2016
http://unsdsn.org/news/
http://unsdsn.org/news/2016/11/14/ethics-in-action-the-uns-17-sustainable-development-goals/
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/default.htm
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/statcom/commission.htm
http://unstats.un.org/sdgs/
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15 NOVEMBER 2016  
Fourth meeting of the IAEG-SDGs  
   The fourth meeting of the Inter-agency and Expert Group on Sustainable Development Goal 
Indicators (IAEG-SDGs), will be held from 15 to 18 November 2016 in Geneva, Switzerland. The 
meeting will be hosted by the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe. 
 
 
UNEP United Nations Environment Programme  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.unep.org/newscentre/?doctypeID=1 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
UNISDR UN Office for Disaster Risk Reduction [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.unisdr.org/archive 
22 Nov 2016 
Opening speech by Robert Glasser at the Africa Regional Platform for Disaster Risk Reduction 
   There are few parts of the world where disaster risk is such a strong feature of daily life as 
here on the great continent of Africa. 
 
 
UN DESA  United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs  [to 26 November 2106] 
https://www.un.org/development/desa/en/news.html 
25 November 2016 
UN conference to address way forward on global sustainable transport challenges 
Ashgabat, Turkmenistan  
   The first-ever global conference on sustainable transport takes place this weekend in 
Turkmenistan, bringing together representatives from the United Nations, governments, the 
private sector and civil society to set new directions for global transport efforts. 
    “Without doubt, unsustainable transport brings numerous challenges. For example, the 
transport sector is responsible for about one quarter of greenhouse gas emissions. Also, more 
than 1.25 million are killed annually in road traffic accidents – sadly to say that 90 per cent [of 
these] happen in developing countries,” the UN Under-Secretary-General for Economic and 
Social Affairs, Wu Hongbo, said today at a press briefing in the Turkmen capital of Ashgabat, 
ahead of the start of the Global Sustainable Transport Conferencethere tomorrow. 
   “Sustainable transport, on the other hand, helps create the infrastructure on which we can 
build a sustainable future – it provides access to trade, jobs, markets, education, health care 
and other services that improve people’s lives,” Mr. Wu added. “It also empowers women, 
persons with disabilities, and other vulnerable people. The conference is in Ashgabat is an 
opportunity for mutual learning and knowledge exchange on implementing sustainable 
transport.”… 
 
 
UNESCO  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://en.unesco.org/news 
[See Week in Review above for more detail on these announcements] 
25 November 2016 
UNESCO trains Malian Armed Forces and Security on Protection of Cultural Heritage 
 
25 November 2016 

http://unstats.un.org/sdgs/news/#news-17
http://unstats.un.org/sdgs/iaeg-sdgs
http://unstats.un.org/sdgs/iaeg-sdgs
http://www.unece.org/
http://www.unep.org/newscentre/?doctypeID=1
http://www.unisdr.org/archive
http://www.unisdr.org/archive/51087
https://www.un.org/development/desa/en/news.html
https://www.un.org/development/desa/en/news/sustainable/sustainable-transport-conference-opens.html
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=55649
http://www.un.org/en/development/desa/usg/statements/usg-wu.html
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=55649
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/Global-Sustainable-Transport-Conference-2016
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=55649
http://en.unesco.org/news
http://en.unesco.org/news/unesco-trains-malian-armed-forces-and-security-protection-cultural-heritage
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Building partnerships through shared heritage and cultural exchange 
 
25 November 2016 
UNESCO Director-General welcomes the liberation of Nimrud and renews the call for the 
protection of heritage in Iraq 
 
25 November 2016 
Infectious diseases and women’s health: boosting research in Africa 
The Second UNESCO-Merck Africa Research Summit (UNESCO MARS 2016) will take place on 
28-29 November 2016 in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. 
 
 
UNODC United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/press/allpress.html?ref=fp 
25/11/2016 – 
 Special event of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs (CND) & the Commission on Crime 
Prevention and Criminal Justice (CCPCJ) on the implementation of the 2030 Agenda for 
Sustainable Development 

 
24/11/2016 – 
Statement on the International Day for the Elimination of Violence Against Women 
 
 
UN-HABITAT United Nations Human Settlements Programme  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://unhabitat.org/media-centre/news/ 
Website not responding at inquiry 
 
 
FAO Food & Agriculture Organization [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.fao.org/news/archive/news-by-date/2016/en/ 
18-11-2016 
Pastoralists’ complex tenure rights are key to community resilience 
   To address the complex needs of pastoralists, FAO has produced "Improving governance of 
pastoral lands", a technical yet accessible guide on how to establish viable tenure arrangements 
for the often-marginalized people who use around a third of the earth’s surface. 
 
25-11-2016 
FAO-led symposium on agroecology opens in Budapest 
   This week in the Hungarian capital, FAO convenes decision makers, experts, civil society 
organizations and others for three days of discussions on the concept of “agroecology.” 
 
24-11-2016 
Swift action, massive education push needed to avoid plunge over “unsustainability precipice,” 
top UN official says 
   Speaking at FAO, UN General Assembly President Peter Thomson has called for an energetic 
push in the next decade to implement the Paris Climate Treaty and advance the new global 
sustainable development agenda. 
 
23-11-2016 

http://en.unesco.org/news/building-partnerships-through-shared-heritage-and-cultural-exchange
http://en.unesco.org/news/unesco-director-general-welcomes-liberation-nimrud-and-renews-call-protection-heritage-iraq
http://en.unesco.org/news/unesco-director-general-welcomes-liberation-nimrud-and-renews-call-protection-heritage-iraq
http://en.unesco.org/news/infectious-diseases-and-women-s-health-boosting-research-africa
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/press/allpress.html?ref=fp
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/press/releases/2016/November/special-event-of-the-commission-on-narcotic-drugs-cnd-and-the-commission-on-crime-prevention-and-criminal-justice-ccpcj-on-the-implementation-of-the-2030-agenda-for-sustainable-development.html
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/press/releases/2016/November/special-event-of-the-commission-on-narcotic-drugs-cnd-and-the-commission-on-crime-prevention-and-criminal-justice-ccpcj-on-the-implementation-of-the-2030-agenda-for-sustainable-development.html
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/press/releases/2016/November/special-event-of-the-commission-on-narcotic-drugs-cnd-and-the-commission-on-crime-prevention-and-criminal-justice-ccpcj-on-the-implementation-of-the-2030-agenda-for-sustainable-development.html
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/press/releases/2016/November/statement-on-the-international-day-for-the-elimination-of-violence-against-women.html
http://unhabitat.org/media-centre/news/
http://www.fao.org/news/archive/news-by-date/2016/en/
http://www.fao.org/news/story/en/item/454844/icode/
http://www.fao.org/news/story/en/item/454888/icode/
http://www.fao.org/news/story/en/item/454347/icode/
http://www.fao.org/news/story/en/item/454347/icode/
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Keeping the focus on grain pulses 
   Consumer awareness of the nutritional and dietary benefits of pulses remains inadequate and 
more must be done to promote their role in food systems, FAO Deputy Director-General Maria 
Helena Semedo said today. 
 
22-11-2016 
FAOSTAT offers more, better and easier-to-access data on key agricultural indicators 
   FAO is pleased to launch a new and revamped FAOSTAT web site, making the world’s most 
comprehensive statistical database on food, agriculture, fisheries, forestry, natural resources 
management and nutrition even more accessible for public use. 
 
22-11-2016 
FAO and the Vatican condemn illegal fishing and forced labour on the high seas, urge collective 
action 
   FAO and the Vatican have called for an intensified international push to stamp out human 
rights abuses in the world's fishing industry — including trafficking of people and forced labour 
— as well as an end to the scourge of illegal fishing. 
 
 
ILO International Labour Organization  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/newsroom/news/lang--en/index.htm 
Governing Body 
The World of Work: The challenges ahead for ILO   
24 November 2016  
   In this interview, President of the Workers’ Group, Luc Cortebeeck, reflects on the results of 
the 328th Session of the Governing Body of ILO, which took place in November. He explains the 
big challenges ahead for ILO in the light of the re-election of its Director-General, Guy Ryder. 
Mr Cortebeeck also talks about the perspective of the Workers’ Group on the protection of 
workers’ rights in Qatar, Venezuela, Chili, Guatemala and Myanmar as well as on the fight 
against child labour across the world. 
 
New ILO study 
New ILO report presents good practices in labour migration governance for domestic workers   
24 November 2016  
   ILO report calls for greater cooperation between countries of origin, transit and destination. 
 
New publication 
ILO study highlights shrinking middle class in Europe   
23 November 2016  
   New book calls for targeted policies to stop the erosion of the middle class in the European 
Union. 
 
Press release 
ILO, Russian Federation Sign New Cooperation Accord, Set Key Priorities   
21 November 2016  
   Programme of Cooperation to focus on improving employment opportunities, labour 
productivity, working conditions, the social security system and strengthening labour standards 
over the next four years. 
 

http://www.fao.org/news/story/en/item/454169/icode/
http://www.fao.org/news/story/en/item/451861/icode/
http://www.fao.org/news/story/en/item/453811/icode/
http://www.fao.org/news/story/en/item/453811/icode/
http://www.ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/newsroom/news/lang--en/index.htm
http://www.ilo.org/actrav/media-center/news/WCMS_535569/lang--en/index.htm
http://www.ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/newsroom/news/WCMS_535532/lang--en/index.htm
http://www.ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/newsroom/news/WCMS_535607/lang--en/index.htm
http://www.ilo.org/moscow/news/WCMS_535498/lang--en/index.htm
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Decent work for Roma youth 
ILO highlights measures to reduce job discrimination and poverty among Roma youth   
21 November 2016  
   Only 15 per cent of Roma youth in Europe have completed upper-secondary education and 
almost 60 per cent aged between 16 and 24 are not in employment, education or training. 
 
 
ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.icao.int/Newsroom/Pages/pressrelease.aspx 
22/11/16 
Dr. Olumuyiwa Benard Aliu re-elected as President of ICAO Council 
 
 
IMO International Maritime Organization  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/PressBriefings/Pages/Home.aspx 
22/11/2016  
Indian Master receives 2016 IMO Award for Exceptional Bravery at Sea 
   Captain Radhika Menon, Master of the Sampurna Swarajya, has received the highest IMO 
bravery recognition for saving the lives of seven fishermen. 
 
 
WMO World Meteorological Organization  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://public.wmo.int/en/search?sort_by=changed&f[0]=type%3Anews 
Publish Date: 23 November 2016  
Marrakesh conference promotes global climate observation  
   Governments meeting in Marrakesh from 7-18 November for the annual UN climate 
conference have adopted a major decision calling for the full implementation of a forward-
looking new plan by the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS). GCOS is hosted and co-
sponsored by the World Meteorological Organization. “The GCOS implementation plan, ‘The 
Global System for Climate: Implementation Needs,’ will make a decisive contribution to 
international action under the Paris Agreement to the UN Framework Convention on Climate 
Change,” said Carolin Richter, Director of the GCOS Secretariat.  
 
Publish Date: 17 November 2016  
Climate Risk and Early Warning Systems Prioritize the Most Vulnerable  
   (Marrakech, Morocco) - African least developed countries and Pacific Islands will be the first 
to benefit from upgraded early warning systems against weather and climate-related shocks 
under an action plan outlined at the United Nations climate change conference.  
 
 
UNIDO United Nations Industrial Development Organization  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.unido.org/news-centre/news.html 
Thursday, 24 November 2016 
UNIDO and WAITRO reinforce collaboration  
   VIENNA, 24 November 2016 - The Director General of the United Nations Industrial 
Development Organization (UNIDO), LI Yong, and the Secretary General of the World 
Association of Industrial and Technological Research Organizations (WAITRO), Rohani Hashim, 
today reached an agreement to sign a Memorandum of Understanding in the near future. 

http://www.ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/newsroom/news/WCMS_535228/lang--en/index.htm
http://www.icao.int/Newsroom/Pages/pressrelease.aspx
http://www.icao.int/Newsroom/Pages/dr-olumuyiwa-benard-aliu-re-elected-as-president-of-icao-council.aspx
http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/PressBriefings/Pages/Home.aspx
http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/PressBriefings/Pages/30-Bravery-2016.aspx
http://public.wmo.int/en/search?sort_by=changed&f%5b0%5d=type%3Anews
http://public.wmo.int/en/media/news/marrakesh-conference-promotes-global-climate-observation
http://public.wmo.int/en/media/press-release/climate-risk-and-early-warning-systems-prioritize-most-vulnerable
http://www.unido.org/news-centre/news.html
http://www.unido.org/news/press/unido-and-waitro-rei.html
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   The two met today to discuss ways for the two organizations to further cooperate and to 
establish a strategic partnership. Potential areas for future collaboration include the promotion 
of standards, quality, innovation and Industry 4.0, as well as the facilitation of partnerships 
between different industrial and technological research and development organizations… 
 
Monday, 21 November 2016 
UNIDO event focuses on partnerships with development finance institutions and the private 
sector to implement the 2030 Agenda 
   VIENNA, 21 November 2016 – Multi-stakeholder partnerships involving development finance 
institutions (DFIs) and the private sector play the key role in the implementation of the 2030 
Agenda… 
 
 
International Organization for Standardization (ISO)  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.iso.org/iso/home/news_index.htm 
21 November 2016  
Changes to the Issuer Identification Number (IIN) standard  
   The standard behind the Issuer Identification Number (IIN) used on many personal cards, for 
example credit cards, is changing.  
 
 
UNWTO World Tourism Organization  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://media.unwto.org/news 
23 November 2016 
UNWTO congress to discuss the links between cultural heritage and creative tourism 
   The World Tourism Organization and the Ministry of Tourism of the Republic of Bulgaria will 
jointly host the International Congress on World Civilizations and Creative Tourism on 29 
November - 1 December 2016 in Sofia, Bulgaria. The Congress will discuss how creative tourism 
can play a significant role in safeguarding and promoting tangible and intangible heritage as 
well as in generating socio-economic benefits. 
 
21 November 2016 
Ilunion Hotels receives UNWTO Ethics Award 
    The World Committee on Tourism Ethics (WCTE) has awarded Ilunion Hotels with the 
UNWTO Ethics Award. The Award distinguishes Ilunion Hotels for its work in the area of 
accessible tourism for all and its contribution to change attitudes, break down social barriers 
and make the accommodation industry more inclusive 
 
 
WIPO  World Intellectual Property Organization [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.wipo.int/pressroom/en/ 
Nov 23, 2016   PR/2016/802 
Global Patent Applications Rose to 2.9 Million in 2015 on Strong Growth From China; Demand 
Also Increased for Other Intellectual Property Rights 
   Innovators in China powered global patent applications to a new record in 2015, filing more 
than a million applications for the first time ever within a single year amid rising worldwide 
demand for intellectual property rights that undergird economic activity. 
 
 

http://www.unido.org/news/press/unido-event-focuses.html?L=1%253Ftx_indexedsearch_pi2%255Baction%255D&cHash=e52771b31fdc1fcd9dcb6aed776d0135
http://www.unido.org/news/press/unido-event-focuses.html?L=1%253Ftx_indexedsearch_pi2%255Baction%255D&cHash=e52771b31fdc1fcd9dcb6aed776d0135
http://www.iso.org/iso/home/news_index.htm
http://www.iso.org/iso/home/news_index/news_archive/news.htm?refid=Ref2146
http://media.unwto.org/news
http://media.unwto.org/press-release/2016-11-23/unwto-congress-discuss-links-between-cultural-heritage-and-creative-tourism
http://media.unwto.org/press-release/2016-11-21/ilunion-hotels-receives-unwto-ethics-award
http://www.wipo.int/pressroom/en/
http://www.wipo.int/pressroom/en/articles/2016/article_0017.html
http://www.wipo.int/pressroom/en/articles/2016/article_0017.html
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CBD  Convention on Biological Diversity [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.cbd.int/press-releases/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
:::::: 
 
USAID [to 26 November 2106] 
https://www.usaid.gov/news-information 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
DFID  [to 26 November 2106] 
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-international-development 
Selected Press Relealses 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
ECHO  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://ec.europa.eu/echo/en/news 
25/11/2016 
Malawi: EU committed to save lives and boost resilience against drought 
    Brussels/Lilongwe, 25 November 2016  As Southern Africa enters the critical lean season, EU 
Commissioner for Humanitarian Aid and Crisis Management Christos Stylianides is in Malawi to 
visit EU humanitarian aid projects that help communities deal...  
 
EU Civil Protection Mechanism to help Israel stop wildfires 
25/11/2016 
   Brussels, 25 November 2016  To help contain the spread of devastating wildfires, Israel has 
requested European assistance through the European Union Civil Protection Mechanism on 24 
November.Substantial assistance has been offered via the Mechanism....  
 
International Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women: Enough is Enough 
24/11/2016 
   Brussels, 24 November 2016  Frans Timmermans, First Vice-President of the 
Commission, Federica Mogherini, the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and 
Security Policy and Vice-President of the Commission, Johannes Hahn, Commissioner ...  
 
EU provides €166,000 humanitarian funding to help victims of floods in Egypt 
21/11/2016 
   In response to the heavy rains and floods that affected over 32,500 people in Egypt between 
end of October and beginning of November 2016, the European Commission provided €166,000 
humanitarian funding to help the most vulnerable families.   
 
:::::: 
 
African Union [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.au.int/en/ 
[We generally limit coverage to regional and global level initiatives, recognizing that a number 
of country-level announcements are added each week] 

http://www.cbd.int/press-releases/
https://www.usaid.gov/news-information
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-international-development
http://ec.europa.eu/echo/en/news
http://ec.europa.eu/echo/news/malawi-eu-committed-save-lives-and-boost-resilience-against-drought_en
http://ec.europa.eu/echo/news/eu-civil-protection-mechanism-help-israel-stop-wildfires_en
http://ec.europa.eu/echo/news/international-day-elimination-violence-against-women-enough-enough_en
http://ec.europa.eu/echo/news/eu-provides-166000-humanitarian-funding-to-help-victims-of-floods-in-Egypt_en
http://www.au.int/en/
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November 23, 2016 to November 26, 2016 
The Fifth Annual High Level Dialogue on Democracy, Human Rights and Governance in Africa: 
Trends, Challenges and Prospects, Arusha, the United Republic of Tanzania  
 
 
ASEAN Association of Southeast Asian Nations  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.asean.org/news 
[We generally limit coverage to regional and global level initiatives, recognizing that a number 
of country-level announcements are added each week] 
November 24th, 2016 
ASEAN discusses synergy building to promote CSR in the region 
   JAKARTA, 24 November 2016 – The ASEAN Secretariat, in cooperation with the ASEAN 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Network, organised a workshop to raise awareness and 
enhance cooperation among various stakeholders to promote the practice of CSR in ASEAN. 
Over the last few decades, the region has made substantial progress in promoting CSR.. 
 
 
European Commission [to 26 November 2106] 
http://europa.eu/rapid/search-result.htm?query=18&locale=en&page=1 
[We generally limit coverage to regional and global level initiatives]  
Joint Statement on the International Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women, 25 
November 2016    
Date: 24/11/2016  
    European Commission - Statement Brussels, 24 November 2016 Frans Timmermans, First 
Vice-President of the Commission, Federica Mogherini, the High Representative of the Union for 
Foreign Affairs and Security Policy and Vice-President of the Commission, Johannes Hahn, 
Commissioner  for European Neighbourhood Policy and Enlargement Negotiations, Neven 
Mimica, Commissioner for International Cooperation and...  
 
Q&A : International Day for the elimination of Violence against women  
Date: 24/11/2016  
   European Commission - Fact Sheet Brussels, 24 November 2016 What do Europeans think 
about violence against women? According to the Eurobarometer survey on gender-based 
violence published today, almost all Europeans (96%) think that domestic violence against 
women is unacceptable.  
 
Statement by Commissioner for Humanitarian Aid and Crisis Management Christos Stylianides 
on the latest bombings in East Aleppo  
Date: 20/11/2016  
   European Commission - Statement Statement Statement Brussels, 20 November 2016 The 
relentless bombing of East Aleppo by the Syrian regime in the last few days has now left 
hundreds of thousands of besieged civilians without access to food and to functioning hospitals.  
 
 
OECD  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.oecd.org/newsroom/publicationsdocuments/bydate/ 
[We generally limit coverage to regional and global level initiatives, recognizing that a number 
of country-level announcements are added each week] 
24-November-2016 

http://www.au.int/en/newsevents/30807/fifth-annual-high-level-dialogue-democracy-human-rights-and-governance-africa
http://www.au.int/en/newsevents/30807/fifth-annual-high-level-dialogue-democracy-human-rights-and-governance-africa
http://www.asean.org/news
http://asean.org/asean-discusses-synergy-building-to-promote-csr-in-the-region/
http://europa.eu/rapid/search-result.htm?query=18&locale=en&page=1
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_STATEMENT-16-3945_en.htm
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_STATEMENT-16-3945_en.htm
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-16-3946_en.htm
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_STATEMENT-16-3861_en.htm
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_STATEMENT-16-3861_en.htm
http://www.oecd.org/newsroom/publicationsdocuments/bydate/
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Countries adopt multilateral convention to close tax treaty loopholes and improve functioning of 
international tax system  
   More than 100 jurisdictions have concluded negotiations on a multilateral instrument that will 
swiftly implement a series of tax treaty measures to update international tax rules and lessen 
the opportunity for tax avoidance by multinational enterprises.  
 
23-November-2016  
Europe paying a heavy price for chronic diseases, finds new OECD-EC report  
   Better public health and prevention policies as well as more effective health care could save 
hundreds of thousands of lives and billions of euros each year in Europe, according to a new 
joint OECD/European Commission report.  
 
23-November-2016 
Asia-Pacific should boost health spending to meet needs of fast ageing populations  
   Asia-Pacific countries should strengthen their health systems and sharply increase spending to 
deliver effective universal coverage in order to meet the changing needs of their fast ageing 
populations, according to a new OECD report.  
 
 
Organization of American States (OAS)   [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.oas.org/en/media_center/press_releases.asp 
November 22, 2016 
Uruguay is the First Country to Ratify the Inter-American Convention on the Protection of the 
Human Rights of Older Persons 
Uruguay became the first member state of the Organization of American States (OAS) to 
deposit the instrument of ratification of the Inter-American Convention on the Protection of the 
Human Rights of Older Persons. 
 
The Permanent Representative of Uruguay, Hugo Cayrús, recalled that the legislature of his 
country ratified the Convention in September. “Uruguay believes the region has taken a 
fundamental step, because it is the first legally binding Convention related to the protection of 
the human rights of older persons,” said the Uruguayan diplomat. 
 
For his part, the Secretary General of the OAS, Luis Almagro, congratulated the Uruguayan 
government on being the first country of the region to “take a step that confirms its 
commitment to older persons.” “We hope that this action by Uruguay opens the path for other 
states to ratify our Inter-American Convention, and allow, as a first step, its entry into force,” 
added Almagro. 
 
To date, the Convention has been signed by Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile and Costa Rica, in 
addition to Uruguay. For the Convention to enter into force, it must be ratified by at least two 
countries. Uruguay deposited the instrument of ratification at the OAS on Friday, November 18. 
 
November 22, 2016 
Citizen! You have the right to receive information from your government 
:: Recognized as “a human right,” access to public information is an essential element for the 
functioning of democracy.  

http://www.oecd.org/newsroom/countries-adopt-multilateral-convention-to-close-tax-treaty-loopholes-and-improve-functioning-of-international-tax-system.htm
http://www.oecd.org/newsroom/countries-adopt-multilateral-convention-to-close-tax-treaty-loopholes-and-improve-functioning-of-international-tax-system.htm
http://www.oecd.org/newsroom/europe-paying-a-heavy-price-for-chronic-diseases-finds-new-oecd-ec-report.htm
http://www.oecd.org/newsroom/asia-pacific-should-boost-health-spending-to-meet-needs-of-fast-ageing-populations.htm
http://www.oas.org/en/media_center/press_releases.asp
http://www.oas.org/en/media_center/photonews.asp?sCodigo=FNE-20719
http://www.oas.org/en/media_center/photonews.asp?sCodigo=FNE-20719
http://www.oas.org/en/media_center/press_release.asp?sCodigo=E-221/16
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:: The principles of the Inter-American System of Human Rights and the OAS Model Law on 
Access to Public Information have contributed to the improvement of special laws on the 
matter. 26 OAS member countries now have laws on the issue, with Argentina the latest case. 
 
November 21, 2016 
OAS Observation Mission in Haiti Highlights Improvements on Election Day 
 
 
Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.oic-oci.org/oicv3/news/?lan=en 
[Selected Press Releases, Announcements] 
OIC, Swiss Agency for Development Hold Joint Workshop on Managing for Result for 
Humanitarian Workers 
   Delegates from humanitarian organizations and NGOs in Organisation of Islamic Cooperation 
(OIC) Member States are attending a three-day workshop to enhance their capacity on how to 
evaluate the impact of their projects on communities.  
27/11/2016 
 
OIC Secretary General’s Statement on the International Day for the Elimination of Violence 
against Women 
   The international community commemorates on 25 November the International Day for the 
Elimination of Violence against Women who are the most vulnerable segment of society. The 
Day is an occasion to review all socio-economic and political achievements and the international 
community’s commitments regarding all forms of violence against women. It is our 
duty to ensure women’s advancement and to provide them with the needed care, adequate 
facilities and opportunities. Women should also be given access to the means enabling them to 
reinforce their foundation, boost their confidence and foster their contribution to society. We 
must provide women in the Muslim world with the required facilities to develop themselves and 
become good mothers capable of educating generations and contributing effectively to the 
overall development of the Ummah. 
25/11/2016 
 
OIC Supports Role of Women in Peace Processes 
   The OIC has always taken a clear position on issues related to women involvement in the 
socio- economic, political and decision-making spheres in the Muslim world, in accordance with 
principles of Islam that has always recognized the pivotal role of women in building families and 
societies. 
25/11/2016 
 
OIC Strongly Condemns Barbaric Strikes on Aleppo 
   The Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) strongly condemned the continuous strikes on 
civilians in the Syrian city of Aleppo, in which hundreds have been killed or wounded, thereby 
worsening the already bad humanitarian situation in the city. 
22/11/2016 
 
 
Group of 77  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.g77.org/ 
No new digest content identified. 

http://www.oas.org/en/media_center/press_release.asp?sCodigo=E-223/16
http://www.oic-oci.org/oicv3/news/?lan=en
http://www.oic-oci.org/topic/?t_id=11865&ref=4654&lan=en
http://www.oic-oci.org/topic/?t_id=11865&ref=4654&lan=en
http://www.oic-oci.org/topic/?t_id=11858&ref=4651&lan=en
http://www.oic-oci.org/topic/?t_id=11858&ref=4651&lan=en
http://www.oic-oci.org/topic/?t_id=11851&ref=4648&lan=en
http://www.oic-oci.org/topic/?t_id=11835&ref=4643&lan=en
http://www.g77.org/
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:::::: 
 
UNCTAD  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://unctad.org/en/Pages/AllPressRelease.aspx 
Press Releases 
25 Nov 2016 –  
Syrian refugees help Jordanians find work, build common future 
 
24 Nov 2016 –  
Trade matters, because people matter, says UNCTAD’s Joakim Reiter 
 
23 Nov 2016 –  
UNCTAD's Kituyi hits out against doubts on benefits of trade deals 
 
22 Nov 2016 –  
Building online commerce to its maximum potential requires more trust in the markets 
 
21 Nov 2016 –  
The enormous cost of occupation prevents the Palestinian people from achieving the 
sustainable development goals 
 
 
WTO - World Trade Organisation [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.wto.org/english/news_e/news_e.htm 
[We generally limit coverage to regional and global level initiatives, recognizing that a number 
of country-level announcements are added each week]  
WTO NEWS  
24 November 2016 
Azevêdo: 100th session of Committee on Trade and Development is a moment for ambition  
   Speaking at the 100th meeting of the Committee on Trade and Development on 24 
November, Director-General Roberto Azevêdo stressed the importance of trade as a tool for 
development. He said that the milestone meeting was a reason for celebration, reflection and 
ambition. He said that the WTO has a strong track record in helping the most vulnerable 
develop the tools and skills to trade and that the organization must continue delivering 
meaningful results for development. He continued: “The CTD’s work will remain vital to achieve 
this and much more.”  
 
:::::: 
 
IPU  Inter-Parliamentary Union   [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.ipu.org/english/news.htm 
21 November 2016 
IPU Participates in Geneva Peace Week 
   How can countries ensure that peace, once established, is sustainable? And what can be done 
about inequality, which, if allowed to persist, can be a threat to peace?  
   IPU co-hosted two events during Geneva Peace Week to look into these questions, bringing a 
parliamentary perspective to them… 
 

http://unctad.org/en/Pages/AllPressRelease.aspx
http://unctad.org/en/Pages/PressRelease.aspx?OriginalVersionID=375
http://unctad.org/en/Pages/PressRelease.aspx?OriginalVersionID=374
http://unctad.org/en/Pages/PressRelease.aspx?OriginalVersionID=373
http://unctad.org/en/Pages/PressRelease.aspx?OriginalVersionID=372
http://unctad.org/en/Pages/PressRelease.aspx?OriginalVersionID=371
http://unctad.org/en/Pages/PressRelease.aspx?OriginalVersionID=371
http://www.wto.org/english/news_e/news_e.htm
https://www.wto.org/english/news_e/spra_e/spra146_e.htm
http://www.ipu.org/english/news.htm
http://www.ipu.org/english/news.htm#201611211
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International Court of Justice  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.icj-cij.org/presscom/index.php?p1=6&p2=1 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
International Criminal Court (ICC)  [to 26 November 2106] 
Trying individuals for genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity 
https://www.icc-cpi.int/ 
Press Release : 25 November 2016  
Assembly of States Parties concludes its fifteenth session 
ICC-ASP-20161125-PR1260 
   The Assembly of States Parties to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court ("the 
Assembly") held its fifteenth session from 16 to 24 November 2016 at the World Forum 
Convention Center in The Hague. The Assembly was attended by States Parties, observer 
States, invited States, international and regional organizations and representatives of civil 
society. 
   The session was chaired by the President of the Assembly, H.E. Mr. Sidiki Kaba. In his 
opening address, President Kaba recalled the context in which the Court was established, 
highlighting the hope of peace and justice which arose from the adoption of the Rome Statute 
on 17 July 1998. He recalled the need to work towards achieving universality of the Court in 
order to ensure effective universal justice, one which offers to all victims in the world, wherever 
they may be, the hope of justice thereby serving to calm the corrosive desire for vengeance.  
   President Kaba expressed regret at the withdrawal from the Rome Statute by three States 
Parties and urged them to reconsider their decision. In order to meet the challenges facing the 
Court, President Kaba stressed the need to take further action in five areas: achieving 
universality, strengthening complementarity, reforming global governance, enhancing the 
financial, logistical and human resources of the Office of the Prosecutor, and raising awareness 
about the work of the Court… 
 
:::::: 
 
World Bank [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/all 
[We generally limit coverage to regional and global level initiatives, recognizing that a number 
of country-level announcements are added each week] 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
IMF  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.imf.org/external/news/default.aspx 
[We generally limit coverage to regional and global level initiatives, recognizing that a number 
of country-level announcements are added each week] 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
African Development Bank Group  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.afdb.org/en/news-and-events/press-releases/ 

http://www.icj-cij.org/presscom/index.php?p1=6&p2=1
https://www.icc-cpi.int/
https://www.icc-cpi.int/Pages/item.aspx?name=pr1260
http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/all
http://www.imf.org/external/news/default.aspx
http://www.afdb.org/en/news-and-events/press-releases/
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[We generally limit coverage to regional or Africa-wide initiatives, recognizing that a number of 
country-level announcements are added each week] 
23/11/2016  
Report calls for policies to empower rural youth, encourage private investment, increase access 
to land and finance to end poverty in West and Central Africa 
   Youth unemployment, insecure land tenure and weak value chains are the main obstacles in 
the way of ending poverty and inequality in West and Central Africa, says a new report released 
Wednesday in Abidjan by the International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD), in 
collaboration with the African Development Bank (AfDB). 
[See Week in Review above for more detail] 
 
World Bank and African Development Bank Bolster Aid Transparency Data 
   23/11/2016 - The African Development Bank (AfDB) took a step toward increased 
transparency on Wednesday, November 23, 2016 with the release of AfDB data on AidFlows 
(www.aidflows.org), a website that visualizes global development aid. The new data provides 
information on AfDB funds committed and disbursed to beneficiaries, including South Africa, 
South Sudan, Guinea, and Sierra Leone. 
 
AfDB Board approves Boost Africa Investment Program, a new integrated approach to enable 
young innovative entrepreneurs across Africa 
   23/11/2016 - The Board of Directors of the African Development Bank approved on 
Wednesday, November 16 a €50-million package of investments in various angel, venture, 
seed, accelerator and incubator funds with the aim of funding innovative start-ups and early 
stage small businesses across Africa. 
 
Launch of Boost Africa Initiative, a new integrated approach to boost young innovative 
entrepreneurs across Africa 
   21/11/2016 - Boost Africa Initiative, a unique partnership in support of innovation and 
entrepreneurship across Africa has been launched on Monday, November 21 in Abidjan by the 
European Investment Bank (EIB) and the African Development Bank (AfDB) in partnership with 
the European Commission. The launch ceremony took place at the Headquarters of the AfDB in 
Abidjan in the presence of EIB President Werner Hoyer, AfDB President Akinwumi Adesina, EIB 
Vice-President Ambroise Fayolle and Stefano Manservisi, Director-General for International 
Cooperation and Development at the European Commission. 
 
 
Asian Development Bank  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.adb.org/news/releases 
[We generally limit coverage to regional or Asia-wide initiatives, recognizing that a number of 
country-level announcements are added each week] 
25 November 2016 
ADB, Nepal Kick Off Reconstruction of Earthquake-Hit Government Buildings 
 Ram Pr  asad Thapaliya, Joint Secretary at Nepal's NRA, and Kenichi Yokoyama, ADB Nepal 
Resident Mission Country Director, today laid the foundation for the reconstruction of 
government buildings in Dhading under EEAP. 
 
23 November 2016 
ADB Appoints Yasuyuki Sawada as Chief Economist 

http://www.afdb.org/en/news-and-events/article/report-calls-for-policies-to-empower-rural-youth-encourage-private-investment-increase-access-to-land-and-finance-to-end-poverty-in-west-and-central-africa-16430/
http://www.afdb.org/en/news-and-events/article/report-calls-for-policies-to-empower-rural-youth-encourage-private-investment-increase-access-to-land-and-finance-to-end-poverty-in-west-and-central-africa-16430/
http://www.afdb.org/en/news-and-events/article/world-bank-and-african-development-bank-bolster-aid-transparency-data-16420/
http://www.afdb.org/en/news-and-events/article/afdb-board-approves-boost-africa-investment-program-a-new-integrated-approach-to-enable-young-innovative-entrepreneurs-across-africa-16419/
http://www.afdb.org/en/news-and-events/article/afdb-board-approves-boost-africa-investment-program-a-new-integrated-approach-to-enable-young-innovative-entrepreneurs-across-africa-16419/
http://www.afdb.org/en/news-and-events/article/launch-of-boost-africa-initiative-a-new-integrated-approach-to-boost-young-innovative-entrepreneurs-across-africa-16408/
http://www.afdb.org/en/news-and-events/article/launch-of-boost-africa-initiative-a-new-integrated-approach-to-boost-young-innovative-entrepreneurs-across-africa-16408/
http://www.adb.org/news/releases
https://www.adb.org/news/adb-nepal-kick-reconstruction-earthquake-hit-government-buildings
https://www.adb.org/news/adb-appoints-yasuyuki-sawada-chief-economist
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   ADB has appointed Yasuyuki Sawada, a professor at the University of Tokyo’s Graduate 
School of Economics, as Chief Economist. 
 
 
Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank   [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.aiib.org/html/NEWS/ 

[We generally limit coverage to regional or Asia-wide initiatives, recognizing that a number of   
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
IFAD International Fund for Agricultural Development  [to 26 November 2106] 
https://www.ifad.org/newsroom/press_release/list/tags/y2016 
23 November 2016 
IFAD calls for policies to empower rural youth, encourage private investment, increase access to 
land and finance to end poverty in West and Central Africa  
[See Week in Review above for more detail] 
 
 

*                       *                       *                        * 
 

:: INGO/Consortia/Joint Initiatives Watch 
   We will monitor media releases and other announcements around key initiatives, new 
research and major organizational change from a growing number of global NGOs, 
collaborations, and initiatives across the human rights, humanitarian response and development 
spheres of action.  
   This Watch section is intended to be indicative, not exhaustive. We will not include fund 
raising announcements, programs events or appeals, and generally not include content which is 
primarily photo-documentation or video in format. 
 
 
Amref Health Africa  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://amref.org/news/news/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Aravind Eye Care System  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.aravind.org/default/currentnewscontent 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
BRAC  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.brac.net/#news 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
CARE International  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.care-international.org/news/press-releases 
No new digest content identified. 
 

http://www.aiib.org/html/NEWS/
https://www.ifad.org/newsroom/press_release/list/tags/y2016
https://www.ifad.org/asset?id=35593917&locale=en_US
https://www.ifad.org/asset?id=35593917&locale=en_US
http://amref.org/news/news/
http://amref.org/news/news/
http://www.aravind.org/default/currentnewscontent
http://www.brac.net/#news
http://www.care-international.org/news/press-releases
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Clubhouse International  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.clubhouse-intl.org/news.html 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Danish Refugee Council  [to 26 November 2106] 
https://www.drc.dk/news 
22.11.2016 
DRC urges int’l community to focus on Mosul IDPs, returnees, and protection of 
civilians 
DRC International and Regional Directors visit Iraq to assess Mosul response: “If we fail to get it 
right, we fail Iraqis.”  
    With the majority of humanitarian work rightly focusing on the 60,000 Iraqis displaced in the 
first month of the Mosul operations, DRC urges the international community to also start looking 
at returnees. “If we fail this, we fail Iraqis,” said DRC International Director, Ann Mary Olsen. 
“DRC sees a tremendous need to increase the efforts of reconciliation, recovery and long-term 
engagement even at this early stage in the Mosul response, and is committed to partner 
throughout this process,” she added… 
 
 
ECPAT  [to 26 November 2106]  
http://www.ecpat.net/news 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Fountain House  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.fountainhouse.org/about/news-press 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Handicap International  [to 26 November 2106]  
http://www.handicap-international.us/press_releases 
Posted on November 22, 2016 10:00 AM  
Landmine casualties double in 2015 
[See Week in Review above for more  detail] 
 
Posted on November 21, 2016 7:47 AM  
Statement regarding Aleppo bombardments 
 
 
Heifer International  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.heifer.org/about-heifer/press/press-releases.html 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
HelpAge International  [to 26 November 2106]  
http://www.helpage.org/newsroom/press-room/press-releases/ 
No new digest content identified. 

http://www.clubhouse-intl.org/news.html
https://www.drc.dk/news
https://drc.dk/news/drc-urges-int-l-community-to-focus-on-mosul-idps-returnees-and-protection-of-civilians
https://drc.dk/news/drc-urges-int-l-community-to-focus-on-mosul-idps-returnees-and-protection-of-civilians
http://www.ecpat.net/news
http://www.fountainhouse.org/about/news-press
http://www.handicap-international.us/press_releases
http://www.handicap-international.us/landmine_casualties_double_in_2015
http://www.handicap-international.us/statement_regarding_aleppo_bombardments
http://www.heifer.org/about-heifer/press/press-releases.html
http://www.helpage.org/newsroom/press-room/press-releases/
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ICRC  [to 26 November 2106] 
https://www.icrc.org/en/whats-new   
Selected News Releases, Reports and Articles      
25-11-2016 
ICRC receives award for work in prisons 
   The International Corrections and Prisons Association (ICPA) has presented the ICRC with an 
award for our efforts to improve the lives of detainees by supporting prison authorities. The 
award was presented at the Association's annual conference in Bucharest, which brought 
together more than 400 participants from 75 countries, including prison administrators and 
independent experts. 
 
Nigeria: ICRC launches forum on management of human remains 
  The ICRC begins a two-day consultative forum on forensic services and management of 
human remains in Abuja today. 
23-11-2016 | News release  
 
Water, peace and security: ICRC statement to the United Nations, 2016 
   Open Debate on “Maintenance of international peace and security: water, peace and 
security”. Statement given by Mme Christine Beerli, Vice-President of the ICRC, United Nations 
Security Council 22 November 2016.  
22-11-2016 | Statement  
 
Yemen: Desperate situation for civilians trapped by intense fighting in Taiz 
  The ICRC is alarmed by the situation in the city of Taiz following days of intensive fighting.  
22-11-2016 | News release  
 
 
IFRC   [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.ifrc.org/en/news-and-media/press-releases/ 
24 November 2016 
Lebanese Red Cross strengthens ambulance services with support of People of 
Japan  
 
23 November 2016 
IFRC President reiterates the collaboration with Lao Red Cross to build community 
resilience  
 
21 November 2016 
IFRC President pays tribute to humanitarian accomplishments of Viet Nam Red 
Cross Society on its 70th anniversary 
 
 
IRC  International Rescue Committee  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.rescue.org/press-release-index 
Selected Press Releases 
Press Release 
Civilians must be supported to escape Mosul fighting as casualties rise 

https://www.icrc.org/en/whats-new
https://www.icrc.org/en/document/icpa-award-prison
https://www.icrc.org/en/document/nigeria-icrc-launches-forum-management-human-remains
https://www.icrc.org/en/document/water-peace-and-security-icrc-statement-icrc-statement-united-nations-2016
https://www.icrc.org/en/document/yemen-desperate-situation-civilians-trapped-intense-fighting-taiz
http://www.ifrc.org/en/news-and-media/press-releases/
http://www.ifrc.org/en/news-and-media/press-releases/middle-east-and-north-africa/lebanon/lebanese-red-cross-strengthens-ambulance-services-with-support-of-people-of-japan/
http://www.ifrc.org/en/news-and-media/press-releases/middle-east-and-north-africa/lebanon/lebanese-red-cross-strengthens-ambulance-services-with-support-of-people-of-japan/
http://www.ifrc.org/en/news-and-media/press-releases/asia-pacific/lao-peoples-democratic-republic/ifrc-president-reiterates-the-collaboration-with-lao-red-cross-to-build-community-resilience/
http://www.ifrc.org/en/news-and-media/press-releases/asia-pacific/lao-peoples-democratic-republic/ifrc-president-reiterates-the-collaboration-with-lao-red-cross-to-build-community-resilience/
http://www.ifrc.org/en/news-and-media/press-releases/asia-pacific/vietnam/ifrc-president-pays-tribute-to-humanitarian-accomplishments-of-viet-nam-red-cross-society-on-its-70th-anniversary/
http://www.ifrc.org/en/news-and-media/press-releases/asia-pacific/vietnam/ifrc-president-pays-tribute-to-humanitarian-accomplishments-of-viet-nam-red-cross-society-on-its-70th-anniversary/
http://www.rescue.org/press-release-index
https://www.rescue.org/press-release/civilians-must-be-supported-escape-mosul-fighting-casualties-rise
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  Erbil, Iraq, November 25, 2016 — While more than 30,000 people have managed to flee east 
Mosul so far, around a million remain trapped in the city as an ever-intensifying battle rages 
around them. Hundreds of people a week are being injured and killed from the fighting or by 
sniper-fire as they attempt to flee, and dozens of wounded civilians are arriving each day at 
field hospitals at the edge of Mosul. 
   To avoid further civilian casualties in Mosul, the International Rescue Committee is calling for 
Iraqi forces to open-up safe routes for people to escape the fighting. With the fight to retake 
the city likely to continue until the spring, the IRC is also concerned that not enough food and 
medicine will reach families unable to escape… 
 
Statement 
Moria deaths a "damning indictment" of European leaders' response to refugee 
crisis 
   Athens, Greece, November 25, 2016 — Responding to the deaths of a woman in her sixties 
and a six-year-old boy in a fire at the Moria refugee camp in Lesbos, Panos Navrozidis, 
IRC's country director in Greece said: 
   “The loss of innocent lives last night at Moria, the overcrowded facility on the Greek island of 
Lesbos, is a damning indictment of the ineptitude of European leaders’ response to the refugee 
crisis. Earlier this week the IRC warned that unless immediate steps are taken to improve the 
response for refugees stranded in Greece, lives would be lost. It gives us absolutely no pleasure 
to be shown correct… 
 
 
IRCT  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.irct.org/ 
News   21 November 2017 
IRCT and Committee against Torture discusses future of data collection in the fight 
against torture 
   “Reliable data is an important element in understanding the global situation of torture and ill-
treatment and being able to hold States to account. It is therefore important that all 
stakeholders coordinate their data collection efforts to make sure that our knowledge is as 
accurate as possible”, noted Jens Modvig, Chairperson of the UN Committee against Torture 
(CAT) during a working session between the CAT and the IRCT. Held on Thursday 17 
November, the session centred on how to ensure that the experiences of torture victims around 
the world can best be captured to help inform policies for eradication and reparation for torture 
victims. 
   In addition, the meeting included representatives of the Subcommittee on Prevention of 
Torture and the UN Voluntary Fund for Victims, and it saw presentations by IRCT staff working 
on data collection. The meeting also included group discussions with Committee members to 
collectively identify challenges, opportunities and concrete ways forward in collecting and using 
data on torture and ill-treatment. The discussion generated a number of concrete proposals for 
moving forward, including ensuring data reliability and validity, prioritizing confidentiality of 
victims, collecting robust information on the exact timing of torture events and the specific 
perpetrator actors and institutions that perpetrate them, and finally moving towards better 
coordination between all the different actors who collect data on torture… 
 
 
Islamic Relief   [to 26 November 2106]  

https://www.rescue.org/press-release/moria-deaths-damning-indictment-european-leaders-response-refugee-crisis
https://www.rescue.org/press-release/moria-deaths-damning-indictment-european-leaders-response-refugee-crisis
https://www.rescue.org/press-release/irc-europe-failing-refugees-greece-and-balkans-winter-immediate-action-needed
http://www.irct.org/
http://www.irct.org/media-and-resources/irct-news/show-news.aspx?PID=13767&Action=1&NewsId=4095
http://www.irct.org/media-and-resources/irct-news/show-news.aspx?PID=13767&Action=1&NewsId=4095
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http://www.islamic-relief.org/category/news/ 
November 23, 2016  
Mushrooms are boosting business for women in Indonesia 
Widows in the country’s most deprived region launch life-changing street food ventures. 
   Islamic Relief has trained widows in West Lombok (Lombok Barat) to grow and sell oyster 
mushrooms in street food snacks, from mushroom crisps to satay, and pudding to ice cream. 
   Many of the women did not finish primary school and have struggled to find jobs. But 
mushrooms are highly prized in Indonesia and bring quick returns on small investments… 
 

 
Landsea   [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.landesa.org/press-and-media-categories/press-releases/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
MSF/Médecins Sans Frontières  [to 26 November 2106]  
http://www.doctorswithoutborders.org/news-stories/press/press-releases 
Press release 
Syria: Desperate Conditions Worsen Five Months After Jordanian Border Closure 
   AMMAN, JORDAN/NEW YORK, NOVEMBER 21, 2016—Five months after Jordan sealed its 
border with Syria, displaced and war-wounded Syrians are stranded in increasingly desperate 
conditions as winter approaches, the international medical humanitarian organization Doctors 
Without Borders/Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) said today, calling for access to those in need. 
 
 
Mercy Corps [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.mercycorps.org/press-room/releases 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Operation Smile  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.operationsmile.org/press-office 
Program Schedule 
Here’s what we’re doing worldwide to make a difference in the lives of children who deserve 
every opportunity for safe surgical care.  
 
Posted 11/22/2016  
Smiles Are Worth It  
South Africa  News  
   Managing over 5000 volunteers in 80 countries is no easy task, but it's well worth it when 
they're all working to put smiles on children's faces.  
 
 
OXFAM [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.oxfam.org/en/pressroom/pressreleases 
24 November 2016 
Enough is enough: Oxfam seeks to end violence against women and girls once and 
for all 

http://www.islamic-relief.org/category/news/
http://www.islamic-relief.org/mushrooms-are-boosting-business-for-women-in-indonesia/
http://www.landesa.org/press-and-media-categories/press-releases/
http://www.doctorswithoutborders.org/
http://www.doctorswithoutborders.org/news-stories/press/press-releases
http://www.doctorswithoutborders.org/article/syria-desperate-conditions-worsen-five-months-after-jordanian-border-closure
http://www.mercycorps.org/press-room/releases
http://www.operationsmile.org/press-office
http://www.operationsmile.org/approach/program-schedule
http://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica/Local/Peoples-Post/smiles-are-worth-it-20161122
http://www.oxfam.org/en/pressroom/pressreleases
https://www.oxfam.org/en/pressroom/pressreleases/2016-11-24/enough-enough-oxfam-seeks-end-violence-against-women-and-girls
https://www.oxfam.org/en/pressroom/pressreleases/2016-11-24/enough-enough-oxfam-seeks-end-violence-against-women-and-girls
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   Gender inequality is both the cause and the consequence of violence against women and 
girls, said Oxfam today, as the agency launches a new global campaign called “Enough: 
Together We Can End Violence Against Women and Girls” to stop one of the most prolific 
human rights violations. 
 
 
Norwegian Refugee Council   [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.nrc.no/ 
Published 25 Nov 2016  
Back to school in Afghanistan 
   A large number of Afghan children have lost years of education because of conflict and 
displacement. 
 
 
Pact  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.pactworld.org/news 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Partners In Health  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.pih.org/blog 
Nov 23, 2016  
The XX Solution 
Women do an extraordinary amount of good in the world, studies show. PIH is proud to support 
them.  
 
 
PATH  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.path.org/news/index.php 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Plan International  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://plan-international.org/about-plan/resources/media-centre  
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Save The Children [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.savethechildren.org/site/c.8rKLIXMGIpI4E/b.9357111/k.C14B/Press_Releases_2016
/apps/nl/newsletter2.asp 
November 25, 2016 
Death of Child in Moria Fire a Disgrace for both EU and Greek Government  
 
More Than 400 Refugees and Migrants Rescued in Mediterranean, 1 in 4 Thought to 
Be Children  
November 23, 2016 
 
Medics Across Northwest Syria Rush to Protect Hospitals as Relentless Bombing 
Devastates Last Children’s Facility in East Aleppo  

http://www.nrc.no/
https://www.nrc.no/news/2016/november/back-to-school-in-afghanistan/
http://www.pactworld.org/news
http://www.pih.org/blog
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http://www.savethechildren.org/site/c.8rKLIXMGIpI4E/b.9357111/k.C14B/Press_Releases_2016/apps/nl/newsletter2.asp
http://www.savethechildren.org/site/c.8rKLIXMGIpI4E/b.9357111/k.C14B/Press_Releases_2016/apps/nl/newsletter2.asp
http://www.savethechildren.org/site/apps/nlnet/content2.aspx?c=8rKLIXMGIpI4E&b=9357111&ct=14938869
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http://www.savethechildren.org/site/apps/nlnet/content2.aspx?c=8rKLIXMGIpI4E&b=9357111&ct=14938777
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November 22, 2016 
 
 
SOS-Kinderdorf International  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.sos-childrensvillages.org/about-sos/press/press-releases 
24.11.2016  
Working with families to become self-reliant 
   Single-parent families tend to be particularly vulnerable to economic hardship. In Namibia, 
SOS Children’s Villages is working with disadvantaged families, including single mothers, and 
communities to become self-reliant and build long-term resilience.  
 
Tostan  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.tostan.org/latest-news 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Women for Women International  [to 26 November 2106]  
http://www.womenforwomen.org/press-releases 
November 10, 2016 
Women for Women International Urges Incoming U.S. Leadership to Protect 
Women's Rights 
   Washington, DC – The U.S. plays a global leadership role and Women for Women 
International calls on the president elect to uphold existing national and international 
commitments aimed at increasing gender equality and safeguarding women's rights. A strong 
foreign policy that integrates gender and implements existing agreements, such as UN Security 
Council Resolution 1325, which focuses on women, peace and security, are integral to achieving 
our vision for a more equal and sustainable world. 
   We know that we now more than ever before need to see a strong and steadfast 
commitment to the implementation of the UN Security Council Resolution 1325 on women, 
peace and security as well as the 2030 development agenda, ensuring that gender is 
mainstreamed across all the UN Sustainable Development Goals… 
 
::::: 
 
Freedom House [to 26 November 2106] 
https://freedomhouse.org/news 
Selected Press Releases, Statements, Research 
Venezuela Violates Rights of Judge Afiuni in Trial 
November 23, 2016 
   Freedom House issued the following statement in response to the Venezuelan government’s 
grave, systematic harassment of Judge Maria Lourdes Afiuni.  
 
Hong Kong: Joshua Wong Sees Diminishing Prospects for Democracy under Chinese 
Rule 
Nov 21 2016 - 11:47am 
  Hong Kong democracy activist Joshua Wong makes the case for self-determination and 
explains why the territory’s fate should matter to the world. 
 
 

http://www.sos-childrensvillages.org/about-sos/press/press-releases
http://www.sos-childrensvillages.org/publications/news/working-with-families-to-become-self-reliant
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http://www.womenforwomen.org/press-releases
http://www.womenforwomen.org/women-women-international-urges-incoming-us-leadership-protect-womens-rights
http://www.womenforwomen.org/women-women-international-urges-incoming-us-leadership-protect-womens-rights
https://freedomhouse.org/news
https://freedomhouse.org/article/venezuela-violates-rights-judge-afiuni-trial
https://freedomhouse.org/blog/hong-kong-joshua-wong-sees-diminishing-prospects-democracy-under-chinese-rule
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Transparency International  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.transparency.org/news/pressreleases/ 
Selected Press Releases, Statements, Research 
25 November 2016 
Lucas Olo Fernandes appointed Interim Internal Managing Director 
   Transparency International is pleased to announce the appointment of Lucas Olo Fernandes 
as Interim Internal Managing Director of the International Secretariat for the period of three 
months. Cobus de Swardt was named External Managing Director.  
 
24 November 2016 
World’s largest anti-corruption conference to be held in Panama City, 1-4 December 
   The 17th International Anti-Corruption Conference will take place from 1-4 December in 
Panama City. Leading experts from a wide variety of disciplines will discuss how to best take the 
fight against corruption forward under the theme Time for Justice: Equity, Security, Trust. With 
more than 1500 participants from all over the world, this edition of the conference will have a 
particular focus on the enablers of corruption and investigative journalism with in depth 
discussions of the Panama Papers… 
 
24 November 2016 
TI-USA issues key recommendations for new administration to avoid conflicts of 
interest 
   Transparency International USA urges President-elect Donald J. Trump to strictly enforce, 
without exceptions, a conflict of interest policy for his transition team members and appointees. 
The non-partisan anti-corruption organisation recommends that the president-elect put all his 
assets in a blind ...  
 
::::: 
 
ChildFund Alliance  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://childfundalliance.org/news/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
CONCORD  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://concordeurope.org/news-and-events/ 
[European NGO confederation for relief and development] 
Nov 25, 2016 
Stand up for a better future for all – Event on post-Cotonou 
by Helene Debaisieux  
   On December 7th, CONCORD and the Slovak Presidency will host an open dialogue on the 
future of the Cotonou Agreement. The event, titled “Stand up for a better future for all” will 
bring together authorities and Civil Society Organisations from both the EU and the African, 
Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) states, to discuss the future of the EU’s partnership with 79 ACP 
states after 2020. [The Cotonou Agreement is a Partnership Agreement signed between the EU 
and 79 African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) countries in 2000. It builds on three pillars of 
cooperation: political dialogue, development cooperation, and trade/economic development.] 
 
Nov 22, 2016  

http://www.transparency.org/news/pressreleases/
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“Now actions must speak louder than words” European NGOs react on future 
European development policy 
by Helene Debaisieux  
   In a first response to European Commission proposals on a new European Consensus on 
Development, CONCORD Europe calls for the translation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 
Development into action and will be monitoring European governments to ensure the 
commitments will be followed through in legally binding policies and instruments. 
 
 
Disasters Emergency Committee  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.dec.org.uk/media-centre 
 [Action Aid, Age International, British Red Cross, CAFOD, Care International, Christian Aid, 
Concern Worldwide, Islamic Relief, Oxfam, Plan UK, Save the Children, Tearfund and World 
Vision] 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
The Elders  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://theelders.org/news-media 
News  23 November 2016  
Five ways to end violence against women 
   One in three women worldwide will experience violence in their lifetime. To mark the UN’s 
International Day for the Elimination of Violence Against Women, we present five different 
perspectives from members of The Elders over the past ten years, touching on issues from 
discrimination and child marriage to poverty and sexual violence. 
 
 
END Fund   [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.end.org/news 
Selected Press Releases and Major Announcements 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Evidence Aid   [to 26 November 2106] 
www.evidenceaid.org 
November 21, 2016 
From evidence based policy to the good governance of evidence 
Justin Parkhurst, Associate Professor, London School of Economics and Political Science 
   As Paul Cairney’s blog noted, many of those promoting evidence-based policymaking (EBPM) 
fail to engage with the political nature of the arena in which evidence is being 
used.  Policymaking is fundamentally political in that it requires decisions about which social 
goals to pursue, or how to prioritise between our multiple (often competing) social values. This 
reflects insights from political theorists that date back half a century or more (c.f. Albert Brect) 
who have explained that policymaking is about deciding what a good society looks like – a 
question science itself cannot answer. 
   And yet we see continual calls to scale up or institutionalise the use of evidence which never 
stop to consider some fundamentally important political questions – such as what evidence 
should be promoted, by whom, and for which of the many social concerns typically at stake in 
policymaking. 

https://concordeurope.org/2016/11/22/ec-package-reaction-new-consensus/
https://concordeurope.org/2016/11/22/ec-package-reaction-new-consensus/
http://www.dec.org.uk/media-centre
http://theelders.org/news-media
http://theelders.org/article/five-ways-end-violence-against-women
http://www.end.org/news
http://www.evidenceaid.org/
http://www.evidenceaid.org/from-evidence-based-policy-to-the-good-governance-of-evidence/
http://www.evidenceaid.org/how-can-humanitarian-and-foreign-aid-policy-become-evidence-based/
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   The answers to these questions – about which evidence, about what concerns, by whom – 
have implications for whose interests are promoted or legitimised within the policy sphere. This 
tension underlies some of the most important contemporary debates about evidence use today 
– often seen to be waged in terms of a ‘paradigm war’ between advocates of better evidence 
on the one hand – who argue that we need to ensure rigour and scientific good practice; and 
critical policy scholars – who argue that important value debates risk being depoliticised or 
obscured by particular uses of evidence. 
     In a new book I attempt to move these debates forward…. 
 
 
Gavi [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.gavi.org/library/news/press-releases/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Global Fund [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.theglobalfund.org/en/news/?topic=&type=NEWS;&country= 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Hilton Prize Coalition [to 26 November 2106] 
http://prizecoalition.charity.org/ 
An Alliance of Hilton Prize Recipients 
Selected News Releases, Announcements 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
ICVA -International Council of Voluntary Agencies   [to 26 November 2106] 
https://icvanetwork.org/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
InterAction  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.interaction.org/media-center/press-releases 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Locus 
http://locusworld.org/ 
“Locus is a movement focused on engaging those we serve, practitioners, the private sector, 
donors and to drive adoption of locally owned, integrated solutions.” 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Start Network [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.start-network.org/news-blog/#.U9U_O7FR98E 
[Consortium of British Humanitarian Agencies]  
No new digest content identified. 
 

http://www.tandfebooks.com/action/showBook?doi=10.4324/9781315675008
http://www.gavi.org/library/news/press-releases/
http://www.theglobalfund.org/en/news/?topic=&type=NEWS;&country
http://prizecoalition.charity.org/
https://icvanetwork.org/
http://www.interaction.org/media-center/press-releases
http://locusworld.org/
http://www.start-network.org/news-blog/#.U9U_O7FR98E
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Muslim Charities Forum  [to 26 November 2106] 
https://www.muslimcharitiesforum.org.uk/media/news 
An umbrella organisation for Muslim-led international NGOs based in the UK. It was set up in 
2007 and works to support its members through advocacy, training and research, by bringing 
charities together. Our members have a collective income of £150,000,000 and work in 71 
countries. 
URGENT: MCF make call to action over severe drought after meeting with 
Somaliland Foreign Minister  
22nd November 2016 
  The Muslim Charities Forum (MCF) were honoured to hold a roundtable discussion with Said 
Ali Shire, Minister of Foreign Affairs, Somaliland and UK Ambassador of Somaliland Ali Adan 
Awale with our member charities on Friday 18 November 2016. The event was hosted at the 
Muslim Aid offices and chaired by the African Relief Fund. 
   The meeting was a unique opportunity for the Minister to highlight the dire drought situation 
and the many challenges faced by people in Somaliland… 
   The event was worthwhile and productive for our members who had a chance to learn from 
each other as well as from the Minister and Ambassador. The meeting also reaffirmed 
commitment to work together productively in the region for relief. 
CALL TO ACTION: 
   In light of the worsening situation in Somaliland, MCF is calling on its members to reserve 
funds and commit them to supporting the relief work being led by fellow MCF member African 
Relief Fund. 
 
:::::: 
 
Active Learning Network for Accountability and Performance in Humanitarian Action 
(ALNAP)     [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.alnap.org/ 
Launch Event 
The challenges of localised aid in conflict 
29 November 2016  15:00 – 16:30 GMT 
   The idea that local actors should be at the forefront of humanitarian response in their own 
country is widely accepted. However, Médecins Sans Frontières's (MSF) new research 
'Emergency gap: The challenges of localised humanitarian aid' suggests that the current 
localisation agenda gives little consideration to the different humanitarian contexts and their 
different operational challenges. 
   Our event will bring together an expert panel from local and international organisations to 
discuss the challenges faced by local actors in conflicts. 
 
 
CHS Alliance  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://chsalliance.org/news-events/news 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
EHLRA/R2HC   [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.elrha.org/resource-hub/news/ 
No new digest content identified. 

https://www.muslimcharitiesforum.org.uk/media/news
https://www.muslimcharitiesforum.org.uk/media/news/urgent-mcf-make-call-action-over-severe-drought-after-meeting-somaliland-foreign-minister
https://www.muslimcharitiesforum.org.uk/media/news/urgent-mcf-make-call-action-over-severe-drought-after-meeting-somaliland-foreign-minister
http://www.alnap.org/
http://www.alnap.org/event/1215.aspx
https://emergencygap.msf.es/papers/emergency-gap-challenges-localised-humanitarian-aid
http://chsalliance.org/news-events/news
http://www.elrha.org/resource-hub/news/
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Global Humanitarian Assistance (GHA)   [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.globalhumanitarianassistance.org/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
The Sphere Project [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.sphereproject.org/news/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Professionals in Humanitarian Assistance and Protection (PHAP)  [to 26 November 
2106] 
https://phap.org/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
:::::: 
 
Center for Global Development   [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.cgdev.org/page/press-center 
Publications 
AidChoice: Give the People Who Pay for Aid a Voice in Spending It 
11/21/16 
Owen Barder and Theodore Talbot  
  What if taxpayers could decide for themselves how some of the UK’s aid budget is spent? 
Allocating funding would let taxpayers engage meaningfully with development issues, 
potentially reinforcing support for tackling poverty and deprivation overseas. Competition for 
funding would give international development organisations an incentive to offer an explicit 
value proposition. This could catalyse a race to the top in becoming transparent, measuring 
impact, and delivering value-for-money. AidChoice, as set out below, would be revenue neutral, 
would not lower the UK’s overall spending on foreign aid (or the amount scored as ODA), and 
might generate modest but meaningful savings, all while increasing public support for 
development spending and improving accountability. 
 
 
ODI   [to 26 November 2106] 
https://www.odi.org/media-hub/press-room 
Working and discussion papers  
Disasters and violence against women and girls: can disasters shake social norms 
and power relations?  
Research reports and studies | November 2016 | Virginie Le Masson, Sheri Lim, Mirianna 
Budimir and Jasna Selih Podboj 
   This working paper explores the impacts of disasters on power relations and gendered norms 
and discusses how resulting changes in social relations affect people's resilience.  
 
What are the causes of non-tariff barriers in the East African Community?  
Briefing papers | November 2016 | Linda Calabrese and Maximiliano Mendez-Parra 

http://www.globalhumanitarianassistance.org/
http://www.sphereproject.org/news/
https://phap.org/
http://www.cgdev.org/page/press-center
http://www.cgdev.org/publication/aidchoice-give-people-who-pay-aid-voice-spending-it
https://www.odi.org/media-hub/press-room
https://www.odi.org/publications/10644-disasters-and-violence-against-women-and-girls-can-disasters-shake-social-norms-and-power-relations
https://www.odi.org/publications/10644-disasters-and-violence-against-women-and-girls-can-disasters-shake-social-norms-and-power-relations
https://www.odi.org/publications/10643-what-are-causes-non-tariff-barriers-east-african-community
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   Despite efforts to expedite regional trade facilitation amongst EAC Partner States, NTBs 
persist. This brief seeks to explain why and recommends a new approach to the problem. 
 
What types of non-tariff barriers affect the East African Community?  
Briefing papers | November 2016 | Linda Calabrese and Andreas Eberhard-Ruiz 
   Non-tariff barriers continue to hamper regional trade amongst EAC Partner States. This 
briefing explores the different types of NTBs and the mechanisms for their removal. 
 
 
Urban Institute   [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.urban.org/about/media 
No new digest content identified. 

 
 
World Economic Forum    [to 26 November 2106] 
https://agenda.weforum.org/news/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 

*                      *                       *                        * 
 

:: Foundation/Major Donor Watch 
We will primarily monitor press/media releases announcing key initiatives and new research 
from a growing number of global foundations and donors engaged in the human rights, 
humanitarian response and development spheres of action. This Watch section is not intended 
to be exhaustive, but indicative.  
 

Aga Khan Foundation   [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.akdn.org/pr.asp 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
BMGF - Gates Foundation  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.gatesfoundation.org/Media-Center/Press-Releases 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Annie E. Casey Foundation   [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.aecf.org/contact/newsroom/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Clinton Foundation  [to 26 November 2106] 
https://www.clintonfoundation.org/press-releases-and-statements 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Ford Foundation  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.fordfoundation.org/?filter=News 
No new digest content identified. 

https://www.odi.org/publications/10642-what-types-non-tariff-barriers-affect-east-african-community
http://www.urban.org/about/media
https://agenda.weforum.org/news/
http://www.akdn.org/pr.asp
http://www.gatesfoundation.org/Media-Center/Press-Releases
http://www.aecf.org/contact/newsroom/
https://www.clintonfoundation.org/press-releases-and-statements
http://www.fordfoundation.org/?filter=News
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GHIT Fund   [to 26 November 2106] 
https://www.ghitfund.org/ 
GHIT was set up in 2012 with the aim of developing new tools to tackle infectious diseases that 
devastate the world’s poorest people. Other funders include six Japanese pharmaceutical 
companies, the Japanese Government and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 

Grameen Foundation    [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.grameenfoundation.org/news-events/press-room 
No new digest content identified. 
 

 
William and Flora Hewlett Foundation  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://hewlett.org/latest-updates/ 
November 23, 2016  
21st-Century Competencies and Their Impact: An Interdisciplinary Literature 
Review   
   What worker competencies are most important for the 21st century? And can it be shown 
that to possess them makes a difference in educational or economic outcomes for individuals 
and organizations? This report summarizes key insights and empirical findings from a wide 
range of literature on these questions. The report’s sponsor, the Hewlett Foundation, asked ...  
Download PDF   
 
November 23, 2016  
Open Educational Resources December 2015   
   The Hewlett Foundation’s Education Program makes grants to improve education by 
expanding the reach of openly available educational resources, improving California education 
policies, and by supporting “deeper learning”—a combination of the fundamental knowledge 
and practical basic skills all students will need to succeed.  
Download PDF   
 
November 23, 2016 
Transparency, Participation and Accountability Grantmaking Strategy   
   The Hewlett Foundation’s Global Development and Population Program works along two 
dimensions, each with broad benefits for individuals and the societies in which they live. The 
first of these emphasizes the role of women—a straightforward acknowledgment that 
addressing gender disparities and reproductive health problems plays a central role in 
combating poverty around the world.  
 
 
Conrad N. Hilton Foundation  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.hiltonfoundation.org/news 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
IKEA Foundation    [to 26 November 2106] 

https://www.ghitfund.org/
http://www.grameenfoundation.org/news-events/press-room
http://hewlett.org/latest-updates/
http://www.hewlett.org/library/21st-century-competencies-impact-interdisciplinary-literature-review/
http://www.hewlett.org/library/21st-century-competencies-impact-interdisciplinary-literature-review/
http://www.hewlett.org/library/21st-century-competencies-impact-interdisciplinary-literature-review/
http://www.hewlett.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/21st_Century_Competencies_Impact.pdf
http://www.hewlett.org/library/open-educational-resources-december-2015/
http://www.hewlett.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Open_Educational_Resources_December_2015.pdf
http://www.hewlett.org/library/transparency-participation-accountability-grantmaking-strategy/
http://www.hiltonfoundation.org/news
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https://www.ikeafoundation.org/category/press-releases/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
HHMI - Howard Hughes Medical Institute    [to 26 November 2106] 
https://www.hhmi.org/news 
Nov 23 2016  
Research 
Bacteria Spread Infection in Plants by Manipulating Water Level in Leaves 
Summary 
   HHMI researchers identify the mechanisms that pathogenic bacteria use to waterlog the 
space between plant cells in the leaves, allowing the bacteria to reproduce and spread 
infection.   
 
Nov 21 2016  
Institute 
HHMI Scientists Named AAAS Fellows 
Summary 
   Eight HHMI scientists are among 391 new Fellows of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science. 
 
 
Kellogg Foundation  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.wkkf.org/news-and-media#pp=10&p=1&f1=news 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
MacArthur Foundation  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.macfound.org/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Blue Meridian Partners 
http://www.emcf.org/capital-aggregation/blue-meridian-partners/ 
Blue Meridian Partners is a new capital aggregation collaboration that plans to invest at least $1 
billion in high-performance nonprofits that are poised to have truly national impact for 
economically disadvantaged children and youth.  
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation   [to 26 November 2106] 
https://www.moore.org/news 
November 23, 2016  
Study provides insight into greenhouse gas emissions from crop production 
   Agriculture is the largest driver of land use change on the planet, dramatically affecting 
climate, habitat, water availability and water quality. 
   Through a foundation grant supporting research to develop metrics and tools for assessing 
environmental risk in agricultural areas, the University of Minnesota recently released a study 
that provides the first global picture of greenhouse gas emissions from crop production. Maps 

https://www.ikeafoundation.org/category/press-releases/
https://www.hhmi.org/news
https://www.hhmi.org/news/bacteria-spread-infection-plants-manipulating-water-level-leaves
https://www.hhmi.org/news/hhmi-scientists-named-aaas-fellows
http://www.wkkf.org/news-and-media#pp=10&p=1&f1=news
http://www.macfound.org/
http://www.emcf.org/capital-aggregation/blue-meridian-partners/
https://www.moore.org/news
https://www.moore.org/article-detail?newsUrlName=study-provides-insight-into-greenhouse-gas-emissions-from-crop-production
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included in the research show distribution, and the intensity of greenhouse gas released from 
agricultural activity.  
   For more about this project, read the full story by Monique Dubos: UMN-led study provides 
first picture of greenhouse gas emissions from crop production.  
 
 
Open Society Foundation  [to 26 November 2106] 
https://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/issues/media-information 
Voices    
Nepali and Colombian Journalists Join Forces to Protect Their Peers  
November 21, 2016 Ujir Magar  
   Colombia has made strides in protecting journalists from physical attacks. Now, a group of 
Nepali journalists is working to apply some of these methods in a different context.  
 
 
David and Lucile Packard Foundation  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.packard.org/news/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Pew Charitable Trusts  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/about/news-room/press-releases 
Press Release - November 21, 2016  
Pew Applauds New Shark Sanctuary in Kiribati  
15 now established around the world  
   SOUTH TARAWA, Kiribati—The Pew Charitable Trusts applauded the Pacific island nation of 
Kiribati today for its establishment of the world’s second largest shark sanctuary. The legislation 
bans commercial fishing throughout the sanctuary, which covers the country’s entire 3.4 million-
square-kilometer (1.3 million-square-mile) exclusive economic zone—an area larger than 
India—and also expands the Micronesia Regional Shark Sanctuary. 
 
 
Rockefeller Foundation  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/newsroom  
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.rwjf.org/en/about-rwjf/newsroom/news-releases.html 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Science Philanthropy Alliance   [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.sciencephilanthropyalliance.org/what-we-do/news/ 
“…a group of organizations working together to increase philanthropic support for basic 
scientific research on a global basis…” 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 

http://environment.umn.edu/news/umn-led-study-provides-first-global-picture-greenhouse-gas-emissions-crop-production/
http://environment.umn.edu/news/umn-led-study-provides-first-global-picture-greenhouse-gas-emissions-crop-production/
https://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/issues/media-information
https://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/voices/nepali-and-colombian-journalists-join-forces-protect-their-peers
http://www.packard.org/news/
http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/about/news-room/press-releases
http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/about/news-room/press-releases/2016/11/21/pew-applauds-new-shark-sanctuary-in-kiribati
http://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/newsroom
http://www.rwjf.org/en/about-rwjf/newsroom/news-releases.html
http://www.sciencephilanthropyalliance.org/what-we-do/news/
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SDG Philanthropy Platform 
http://sdgfunders.org/conversation/ 
SDG Philanthropy Platform is a collaboration between philanthropy and the greater international 
development community led by Foundation Center, United Nations Development Programme 
(UNDP) and Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisors, and supported by the Conrad N. Hilton 
Foundation, Ford Foundation and the MasterCard Foundation, the Brach Family Foundation, and 
other key organizations such as Asociación de Fundaciones Empresariales (AFE) in Colombia, 
Brach Family Charitable Foundation, CAF America, Council on Foundations, East Africa 
Association of Grantmakers (EAAG), European Foundation Centre, Filantropi Indonesia (FI), 
GlobalGiving, The Humanitarian Forum, World Congress of Muslim Philanthropists, and 
Worldwide Initiatives for Grantmaker Support (WINGS). 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation 
https://sloan.org/about/press 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Wellcome Trust  [to 26 November 2106] 
http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/News/2016/index.htm 
News / Published: 23 November 2016 
Sally Wainwright awarded Screenwriting Fellowship 
   British multi award-winning screenwriter Sally Wainwright ('Happy Valley', 'Last Tango in 
Halifax', 'Scott & Bailey') has been awarded the 2016 Wellcome Screenwriting Fellowship, in 
partnership with BFI and Film4. 
   The £30,000 fellowship provides a year-long, tailored experience including unparalleled 
access to some of the most exciting scientific and humanities research in the world… 
 
News / Published: 21 November 2016 
Prime Minister opens sequencing and innovation centres at Sanger  
   Prime Minister Theresa May opened two new buildings at the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute 
today. 
   The Bridget Ogilvie Building will contain both the Sanger Institute's sequencing facilities, and 
the sequencing operation that is delivering Genomic England's 100,000 Genomes Project.  
   The Biodata Innovation Centre will house start-up genomics companies. Some of these will be 
spun off from local academic research groups, while others will come from elsewhere in the 
world. Already businesses from the US, Europe and Asia have moved to the Centre to 
collaborate with UK scientists… 

 
 
*                       *                       *                        * 

 

:: Journal Watch 
The Sentinel will track key peer-reviewed journals which address a broad range of interests in 
human rights, humanitarian response, health and development. It is not intended to be 
exhaustive. We will add to those monitored below as we encounter relevant content and upon 
recommendation from readers. We selectively provide full text of abstracts and other content 
but note that successful access to some of the articles and other content may require 

http://sdgfunders.org/conversation/
https://sloan.org/about/press
http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/News/2016/index.htm
https://wellcome.ac.uk/news/sally-wainwright-awarded-screenwriting-fellowship
https://wellcome.ac.uk/what-we-do/our-work/wellcome-screenwriting-fellowship-partnership-bfi-and-film4
https://wellcome.ac.uk/news/prime-minister-opens-sequencing-and-innovation-centres-sanger
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subscription or other access arrangement unique to the publisher. Please suggest additional 
journals you feel warrant coverage. 
 
 
American Journal of Infection Control 
November 2016 Volume 44, Issue 11, p1197-1430, e183-e282  
http://www.ajicjournal.org/current 
[Reviewed earlier]. 
 
 
American Journal of Preventive Medicine 
November 2016 Volume 51, Issue 5, p637-864, e119-e154  
http://www.ajpmonline.org/current 
Theme: Digital Health: Leveraging New Technologies to Develop, Deploy, and 
Evaluate Behavior Change Interventions 
[Reviewed earlier]. 
 
 
American Journal of Public Health 
Volume 106, Issue 11 (November 2016)  
http://ajph.aphapublications.org/toc/ajph/current 
AJPH SPECIAL SECTION: WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION  
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
American Journal of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene 
November 2016; 95 (5)  
http://www.ajtmh.org/content/current 
[Reviewed earlier]. 
 
 
BMC Cost Effectiveness and Resource Allocation 
http://resource-allocation.biomedcentral.com/ 
(Accessed 26 November 2106) 
[No new content] 
 
 
BMC Health Services Research 
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmchealthservres/content 
(Accessed 26 November 2106) 
[No new relevant content] 
 
 
BMC Infectious Diseases  
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcinfectdis/content 
(Accessed 26 November 2106) 
Research article 
It’s complicated: why do tuberculosis patients not initiate or stay adherent to 
treatment? A qualitative study from South Africa  

http://www.ajicjournal.org/current
http://www.ajpmonline.org/current
http://ajph.aphapublications.org/toc/ajph/current
http://www.ajtmh.org/content/current
http://resource-allocation.biomedcentral.com/
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmchealthservres/content
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcinfectdis/content
http://bmcinfectdis.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12879-016-2054-5
http://bmcinfectdis.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12879-016-2054-5
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Individuals who test positive for active tuberculosis (TB) but do not initiate treatment present a 
challenge to TB programmes because they contribute to ongoing transmission within 
communities. To better under... 
Donald Skinner and Mareli Claassens 
BMC Infectious Diseases 2016 16:712  
Published on: 25 November 2016 
 
Research article 
Community-based interventions to enhance knowledge, protective attitudes and 
behaviors towards canine rabies: results from a health communication intervention 
study in Guangxi, China  
In China canine rabies poses a serious public health problem in that human mortality ranks the 
second highest globally. While rabies health education interventions are advocated by WHO to 
be critical component... 
Hairong Wu, Jiao Chen, Lianbin Zou, Liefeng Zheng, Weichao Zhang, Zhenmu Meng, Ricardo J. 
Soares Magalhaes, Youming Wang, Jingli Kang and Xiangdong Sun 
BMC Infectious Diseases 2016 16:701  
Published on: 24 November 2016 
 
 
BMC Medical Ethics  
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcmedethics/content 
(Accessed 26 November 2106)  
[No new relevant content] 
 
 
BMC Medicine 
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcmed/content 
(Accessed 26 November 2106)  
Commentary 
A framework: make it useful to guide and improve practice of clinical trial design in 
smaller populations  
The increased attention to design and analysis of randomised clinical trials in small populations 
has triggered thinking regarding the most appropriate design methods for a particular clinical 
research question... 
Kit C. B. Roes 
BMC Medicine 2016 14:195  
Published on: 25 November 2016 
 
CORRESPONDENCE 
How do you design randomised trials for smaller populations? A framework  
How should we approach trial design when we can get some, but not all, of the way to the 
numbers required for a randomised phase III trial? 
Mahesh K. B. Parmar, Matthew R. Sydes and Tim P. Morris 
BMC Medicine 2016 14:183  
Published on: 25 November 2016 
 
 
BMC Pregnancy and Childbirth 

http://bmcinfectdis.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12879-016-2037-6
http://bmcinfectdis.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12879-016-2037-6
http://bmcinfectdis.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12879-016-2037-6
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcmedethics/content
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcmed/content
http://bmcmedicine.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12916-016-0752-x
http://bmcmedicine.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12916-016-0752-x
http://bmcmedicine.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12916-016-0722-3
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http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcpregnancychildbirth/content 
(Accessed 26 November 2106) 
Research article 
Domestic violence among antenatal attendees in a Kathmandu hospital and its 
associated factors: a cross-sectional study  
Domestic violence during pregnancy is a public health problem which violates human rights and 
causes an adverse effect on both maternal and fetal health. The objectives of the study were to 
assess the prevalen... 
Monika Shrestha, Sumina Shrestha and Binjwala Shrestha 
BMC Pregnancy and Childbirth 2016 16:360  
Published on: 21 November 2016 
 
 
BMC Public Health 
http://bmcpublichealth.biomedcentral.com/articles 
(Accessed 26 November 2106) 
Research article 
Individual, household and community level factors associated with keeping 
tuberculosis status secret in Ghana  
In tuberculosis (TB) control, early disclosure is recommended for the purposes of treatment as 
well as a means of reducing or preventing person-to-person transmission of the bacteria. 
However, disclosure maybe... 
Joshua Amo-Adjei 
BMC Public Health 2016 16:1196  
Published on: 25 November 2016 
 
Research article 
Social norms and family planning decisions in South Sudan  
Sumit Kane, Maryse Kok, Matilda Rial, Anthony Matere, Marjolein Dieleman and Jacqueline EW 
Broerse 
BMC Public Health 2016 16:1183  
Published on: 22 November 2016 
Abstract 
Background 
With a maternal mortality ratio of 789 per 100,000 live births, and a contraceptive prevalence 
rate of 4.7%, South Sudan has one of the worst reproductive health situations in the world. 
Understanding the social norms around sexuality and reproduction, across different ethnic 
groups, is key to developing and implementing locally appropriate public health responses. 
Methods 
A qualitative study was conducted in the state of Western Bahr el Ghazal (WBeG) in South 
Sudan to explore the social norms shaping decisions about family planning among the Fertit 
community. Data were collected through five focus group discussions and 44 semi-structured 
interviews conducted with purposefully selected community members and health personnel. 
Results 
Among the Fertit community, the social norm which expects people to have as many children as 
possible remains well established. It is, however, under competitive pressure from the existing 
norm which makes spacing of pregnancies socially desirable. Young Fertit women are 
increasingly, either covertly or overtly, making family planning decisions themselves; with 
resistance from some menfolk, but also support from others. The social norm of having as 

http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcpregnancychildbirth/content
http://bmcpregnancychildbirth.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12884-016-1166-7
http://bmcpregnancychildbirth.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12884-016-1166-7
http://bmcpublichealth.biomedcentral.com/articles
http://bmcpublichealth.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12889-016-3842-y
http://bmcpublichealth.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12889-016-3842-y
http://bmcpublichealth.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12889-016-3839-6
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many children as possible is also under competitive pressure from the emerging norm that 
equates taking good care of one’s children with providing them with a good education. The 
return of peace and stability in South Sudan, and people’s aspirations for freedom and a better 
life, is creating opportunities for men and women to challenge and subvert existing social 
norms, including but not limited to those affecting reproductive health, for the better. 
Conclusions 
The sexual and reproductive health programmes in WBeG should work with and leverage 
existing and emerging social norms on spacing in their health promotion activities. Campaigns 
should focus on promoting a family ideal in which children become the object of parental 
investment, rather than labour to till the land — instead of focusing directly or solely on 
reducing family size. The conditions are right in WBeG and in South Sudan for public health 
programmes to intervene to trigger social change on matters related to sexual and reproductive 
health; this window of opportunity should be leveraged to achieve sustainable change. 
 
Research article 
Causes of maternal and child mortality among Cambodian sex workers and their 
children: a cross sectional study  
To reach global and national goals for maternal and child mortality, countries must identify 
vulnerable populations, which includes sex workers and their children. The objective of this 
study was to identify a... 
Brian Willis, Saki Onda and Hanni Marie Stoklosa 
BMC Public Health 2016 16:1176  
Published on: 21 November 2016 
 
 
BMC Research Notes  
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcresnotes/content 
(Accessed 26 November 2106) 
[No new relevant content] 
 
 
BMJ Open 
2016, Volume 6, Issue 11  
http://bmjopen.bmj.com/content/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Bulletin of the World Health Organization  
Volume 94, Number 11, November 2016, 785-860 
http://www.who.int/bulletin/volumes/94/11/en/ 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Child Care, Health and Development  
November 2016   Volume 42, Issue 6  Pages 775–955 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/cch.v42.6/issuetoc 
[Reviewed earlier] 
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Complexity 
November/December 2016  Volume 21, Issue S2  Pages 1–642 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/cplx.v21.S2/issuetoc 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Conflict and Health 
http://www.conflictandhealth.com/  
[Accessed 26 November 2106] 
[No new content] 
 
 
Current Opinion in Infectious Diseases 
December 2016 - Volume 29 - Issue 6   pp: v-v,539-662 
http://journals.lww.com/co-infectiousdiseases/pages/currenttoc.aspx 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Developing World Bioethics 
December 2016  Volume 16, Issue 3  Pages 121–180 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/dewb.2016.16.issue-2/issuetoc 
Special Issue: Ethics of Health Systems Research in Low and Middle Income 
Countries 
[Reviewed earlier] 

 
 
Development in Practice  
Volume 24, Number 8 
http://www.developmentinpractice.org/journals/volume-24-number-8 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Development Policy Review 
November 2016  Volume 34, Issue 6  Pages 761–915 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/dpr.2016.34.issue-6/issuetoc 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Disability and Rehabilitation: Assistive Technology 
Volume 11, Issue 8, 2016  
http://informahealthcare.com/toc/idt/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Disaster Medicine and Public Health Preparedness  
Volume 10 - Issue 5 - October 2016 
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/disaster-medicine-and-public-health-
preparedness/latest-issue 
[Reviewed earlier] 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/cplx.v21.S2/issuetoc
http://www.conflictandhealth.com/
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Disasters 
October 2016  Volume 40, Issue 4  Pages 589–815 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/disa.2016.40.issue-4/issuetoc 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Emergency Medicine Journal 
December 2016, Volume 33, Issue 12  
http://emj.bmj.com/content/current 
[New issue; No relevant content identified] 
 
 
Emerging Infectious Diseases 
Volume 22, Number 11—November 2016 
http://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/ 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Epidemics 
Volume 17,   In Progress   (December 2016) 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/17554365 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 

End of Life Journal 
2016, Volume 6, Issue 1  
http://eolj.bmj.com/content/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Epidemiology and Infection 
Volume 144 - Issue 15 - November 2016 
http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?jid=HYG&tab=currentissue 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Ethics & International Affairs 
Fall 2016 (Issue 30.3) 
https://www.ethicsandinternationalaffairs.org/2016/fall-2016-issue-30-3/ 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
The European Journal of Public Health 
Volume 26, Issue 5, 1 October 2016 
http://eurpub.oxfordjournals.org/content/26/5 
[Reviewed earlier] 
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Food Policy 
Volume 65, Pages 1-90 (December 2016) 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03069192/65 
Original Research Article 
Returns to food and agricultural R&D investments in Sub-Saharan Africa, 1975–
2014 
Pages 1-8 
Philip G. Pardey, Robert S. Andrade, Terrance M. Hurley, Xudong Rao, Frikkie G. Liebenberg 
Abstract 
Research-enabled growth in agricultural productivity is pivotal to sub-Saharan Africa’s overall 
economic growth prospects. Yet, investments in research and development (R&D) targeted to 
many national food and agricultural economies throughout Africa are fragile and faltering. To 
gain insight into what could be driving this trend, this article updates, summarizes and 
reassesses the published evidence on the returns to African agricultural R&D. Based on a 
compilation of 113 studies published between 1975 and 2014 spanning 25 countries, the 
reported internal rates of return (IRRs) to food and agricultural research conducted in or of 
direct consequence for sub-Saharan Africa averaged 42.3%py. In addition to the 376 IRR 
estimates, the corresponding 129 benefit-cost ratios (BCRs) averaged 30.1. Most (96.5%) of 
the returns-to-research evaluations are of publicly performed R&D, and the majority (87.6%) of 
the studies were published in the period 1990–2009. The large dispersion in the reported IRRs 
and BCRs makes it difficult to discern meaningful patterns in the evidence. Moreover, the 
distribution of IRRs is heavily (positively) skewed, such that the median value (35.0%py) is well 
below the mean, like it is for research done elsewhere in the world (mean 62.4%py; median 
38.0%py). Around 78.5% of the evaluations relate to the commodity-specific consequences of 
agricultural research, while 5.5% report on the returns to an “all agriculture” aggregate. The 
weight of commodity-specific evaluation evidence is not especially congruent with the 
composition of agricultural production throughout Africa, nor, to the best that can be 
determined, the commodity orientation of public African agricultural R&D. 
  
Original Research Article 
Facing famine: Somali experiences in the famine of 2011 
Pages 63-73 
Daniel Maxwell, Nisar Majid, Guhad Adan, Khalif Abdirahman, Jeeyon Janet Kim 
Abstract 
In 2011–12, Somalia experienced the worst famine of the twenty- first century. Since then, 
research on the famine has focused almost exclusively on the external response, the reasons 
for the delay in the international response, and the implications for international humanitarian 
action in the context of the “global war on terror.” This paper focuses on the internal, Somali 
response to the famine. Themes of diversification, mobility and flexibility are all important to 
understanding how people coped with the famine, but this paper focuses on the factor that 
seemed to determine whether and how well people survived the famine: social connectedness, 
the extent of the social networks of affected populations, and the ability of these networks to 
mobilize resources. These factors ultimately determined how well people coped with the famine. 
The nature of reciprocity, the resources available within people’s networks, and the collective 
risks and hazards faced within networks, all determined people’s individual and household 
outcomes in the famine and are related to the social structures and social hierarchies within 
Somali society. But these networks had a distinctly negative side as well—social identity and 
social networks were also exploited to trap humanitarian assistance, turn displaced people into 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03069192/65
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0306919216303761
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0306919216303761
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0306919216304900
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“aid bait,” and to a large degree, determined who benefited from aid once it started to flow. 
This paper addresses several questions: How did Somali communities and households cope with 
the famine of 2011 in the absence of any state-led response—and a significant delay in a major 
international response? What can be learned from these practices to improve our understanding 
of famine, and of mitigation, response and building resilience to future crises? 
 
 
Food Security  
Volume 8, Issue 5, October 2016 
http://link.springer.com/journal/12571/8/5/page/1 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Forum for Development Studies 
Volume 43, Issue 3, 2016  
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/sfds20/current  
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Genocide Studies International 
Volume 10, Issue 1, Spring 2016  
http://www.utpjournals.press/toc/gsi/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Global Health: Science and Practice (GHSP) 
September 2016 | Volume 4 | Issue 3  
http://www.ghspjournal.org/content/current 
[Reviewed earlier 
 
 
Global Public Health  
Volume 12 2017   Issue 1  2017 pages 1–134  
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rgph20/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Globalization and Health 
http://www.globalizationandhealth.com/  
[Accessed 26 November 2106] 
Research 
‘The stars seem aligned’: a qualitative study to understand the effects of context on 
scale-up of maternal and newborn health innovations in Ethiopia, India and Nigeria  
Donors commonly fund innovative interventions to improve health in the hope that 
governments of low and middle-income countries will scale-up those that are shown to be 
effective. Yet innovations can be slow t... 
Neil Spicer, Della Berhanu, Dipankar Bhattacharya, Ritgak Dimka Tilley-Gyado, Meenakshi 
Gautham, Joanna Schellenberg, Addis Tamire-Woldemariam, Nasir Umar and Deepthi 
Wickremasinghe 

http://link.springer.com/journal/12571/8/5/page/1
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/sfds20/current
http://www.utpjournals.press/toc/gsi/current
http://www.ghspjournal.org/content/current
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rgph20/current
http://www.globalizationandhealth.com/
http://globalizationandhealth.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12992-016-0218-0
http://globalizationandhealth.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12992-016-0218-0
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Globalization and Health 2016 12:75  
Published on: 25 November 2016 
 
 
Health Affairs  
November 2016; Volume 35, Issue 11  
http://content.healthaffairs.org/content/current 
Issue Focus: Culture Of Health 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Health and Human Rights 
Volume 18, Issue 1, June 2016 
http://www.hhrjournal.org/ 
Special Section: Tuberculosis and the Right to Health 
in collaboration with the International Human Rights Clinic, University of Chicago Law School 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Health Economics, Policy and Law  
Volume 11 - Issue 4 - October 2016 
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/health-economics-policy-and-law/latest-issue 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Health Policy and Planning 
Volume 31 Issue 9 November 2016  
http://heapol.oxfordjournals.org/content/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Health Research Policy and Systems 
http://www.health-policy-systems.com/content 
[Accessed 26 November 2106] 
Review 
What are the best methodologies for rapid reviews of the research evidence for 
evidence-informed decision making in health policy and practice: a rapid review  
Michelle M. Haby, Evelina Chapman, Rachel Clark, Jorge Barreto, Ludovic Reveiz and John N. 
Lavis 
Published on: 25 November 2016 
Abstract 
Background 
Rapid reviews have the potential to overcome a key barrier to the use of research evidence in 
decision making, namely that of the lack of timely and relevant research. This rapid review of 
systematic reviews and primary studies sought to answer the question: What are the best 
methodologies to enable a rapid review of research evidence for evidence-informed decision 
making in health policy and practice? 
Methods 

http://content.healthaffairs.org/content/current
http://www.hhrjournal.org/
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/health-economics-policy-and-law/latest-issue
http://heapol.oxfordjournals.org/content/current
http://www.health-policy-systems.com/content
http://health-policy-systems.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12961-016-0155-7
http://health-policy-systems.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12961-016-0155-7
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This rapid review utilised systematic review methods and was conducted according to a pre-
defined protocol including clear inclusion criteria (PROSPERO registration: CRD42015015998). A 
comprehensive search strategy was used, including published and grey literature, written in 
English, French, Portuguese or Spanish, from 2004 onwards. Eleven databases and two 
websites were searched. Two review authors independently applied the eligibility criteria. Data 
extraction was done by one reviewer and checked by a second. The methodological quality of 
included studies was assessed independently by two reviewers. A narrative summary of the 
results is presented. 
Results 
Five systematic reviews and one randomised controlled trial (RCT) that investigated 
methodologies for rapid reviews met the inclusion criteria. None of the systematic reviews were 
of sufficient quality to allow firm conclusions to be made. Thus, the findings need to be treated 
with caution. There is no agreed definition of rapid reviews in the literature and no agreed 
methodology for conducting rapid reviews. While a wide range of ‘shortcuts’ are used to make 
rapid reviews faster than a full systematic review, the included studies found little empirical 
evidence of their impact on the conclusions of either rapid or systematic reviews. There is some 
evidence from the included RCT (that had a low risk of bias) that rapid reviews may improve 
clarity and accessibility of research evidence for decision makers. 
Conclusions 
Greater care needs to be taken in improving the transparency of the methods used in rapid 
review products. There is no evidence available to suggest that rapid reviews should not be 
done or that they are misleading in any way. We offer an improved definition of rapid reviews 
to guide future research as well as clearer guidance for policy and practice. 
 
 
Human Rights Quarterly 
Volume 38, Number 4, November 2016 
http://muse.jhu.edu/issue/35304 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Humanitarian Exchange Magazine 
Number 67   September 2016 
http://odihpn.org/magazine/humanitarian-innovation/ 
Refugees and vulnerable migrants in Europe 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
IDRiM Journal 
Vol 6, No 1 (2016) 
http://idrimjournal.com/index.php/idrim/issue/view/15 
IDRiM Conference Special Issue Articles 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Infectious Diseases of Poverty  
http://www.idpjournal.com/content 
[Accessed 26 November 2106]  
[No new content]  
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International Health 
Volume 8 Issue 5 September 2016  
http://inthealth.oxfordjournals.org/content/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
International Human Rights Law Review 
Volume 5, Issue 1, 2016  
http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com/content/journals/22131035/5/1 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
International Journal of Community Medicine and Public Health 
2016, Volume: 3, Issue: 12 
http://www.scopemed.org/?iid=2016-3-12.000&&jid=109&lng= 
Review Articles 
Factors influencing knowledge and practice of birth preparedness and complication 
readiness in sub-saharan Africa: a narrative review of cross-sectional studies  
Joshua Sumankuuro, Judith Crockett, Shaoyu Wang 
Int J Community Med Public Health. 2016; 3(12): 3297-3307 
 
 
International Journal of Disaster Risk Reduction 
Volume 18, Pages 1-266 (September 2016) 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/22124209/18 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
International Journal of Epidemiology 
Volume 45 Issue 5 October 2016  
http://ije.oxfordjournals.org/content/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
International Journal of Infectious Diseases  
November 2016 Volume 52, In Progress 
http://www.ijidonline.com/issue/S1201-9712(16)X0010-0 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
International Journal of Sustainable Development & World Ecology  
Volume 23, Issue 6, 2016  
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/tsdw20/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
International Migration Review 
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Fall 2016   Volume 50, Issue 3  Pages 535–824, e33–e49 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/imre.2016.50.issue-3/issuetoc 
Special Focus Areas in this Issue: 
:: IMMIGRANTS IN WESTERN EUROPE: EDUCATION, MARRIAGE, ATTITUDES, AND 
UNEMPLOYMEN 
:: IMMIGRANT EXPERIENCES IN NORTH AMERICA AND AUSTRALIA: UNIONIZATION, DACA, 
WEIGHT, EDUCATIONAL EXPECTATIONS, AND MATERNAL DEPRESSION 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Intervention – Journal of Mental Health and Psychological Support in Conflict Affected Areas 
November 2016 - Volume 14 - Issue 3 
http://journals.lww.com/interventionjnl/pages/currenttoc.aspx 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
JAMA  
November 22, 2016, Vol 316, No. 20, Pages 2059-2162  
http://jama.jamanetwork.com/issue.aspx 
Viewpoint 
Pharmaceuticals and Public Health 
Rena M. Conti, PhD; Rebekah E. Gee, MD; Joshua M. Sharfstein, MD  
JAMA. 2016;316(20):2083-2084. doi:10.1001/jama.2016.15397  
This Viewpoint argues for a shift in pharmaceutical pricing from an individual- to a population-
based perspective and proposes policy options to incentivize pricing that would make treating 
populations with disease sustainable. 
Abstract 
The national debate over increasing costs and spending for pharmaceuticals has reached a 
fever pitch. Special concern has focused on new “specialty” drugs, for which per-patient 
treatment costs often exceed $1000 per month or more than $10 000 for a course of a therapy. 
The most commonly discussed solutions include approaches to pricing these drugs based on 
their value to individual patients.1 However, for pharmaceuticals vital to public health, such as 
immunizations and drugs to treat communicable diseases, policy makers should broaden their 
perspective to consider the population as a whole. 
 
 
JAMA Pediatrics  
November 1, 2016, Vol 170, No. 11, Pages 1033-1124  
http://archpedi.jamanetwork.com/issue.aspx 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
JBI Database of Systematic Review and Implementation Reports  
October 2016 - Volume 14 - Issue 10   pp: 1-275 
http://journals.lww.com/jbisrir/Pages/currenttoc.aspx 
Editorial 
Software to support the systematic review process: the Joanna Briggs Institute 
System for the Unified Management, Assessment and Review of Information (JBI-
SUMARI)  
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Munn, Zachary 
 
 
Journal of Community Health  
Volume 41, Issue 6, December 2016 
http://link.springer.com/journal/10900/41/6/page/1 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Journal of Cultural Heritage Management and Sustainable Development 
2016: Volume 6 Issue 3  
http://www.emeraldinsight.com/toc/jchmsd/6/3 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Journal of Development Economics 
Volume 123,   In Progress   (November 2016) 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03043878/123 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 

Journal of Environmental Management 
Volume 183, Part 1, Pages 1-342 (1 December 2016) 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03014797 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 

Journal of Epidemiology & Community Health 
November 2016, Volume 70, Issue 11  
http://jech.bmj.com/content/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Journal of Global Ethics  
Volume 12, Issue 2, 2016  
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rjge20/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Journal of Global Infectious Diseases (JGID)  
October-December 2016   Volume 8 | Issue 4  Page Nos. 127-162 
http://www.jgid.org/currentissue.asp?sabs=n 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Journal of Health Care for the Poor and Underserved (JHCPU) 
Volume 27, Number 4, November 2016 
https://muse.jhu.edu/issue/35214 
[Reviewed earlier] 
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Journal of Human Trafficking 
Volume 2, Issue 3, 2016 
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/uhmt20/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Journal of Humanitarian Logistics and Supply Chain Management 
Volume 6 Issue 3  2016 
http://www.emeraldinsight.com/toc/jhlscm/6/3 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Journal of Immigrant and Minority Health  
Volume 18, Issue 6, December 2016 
http://link.springer.com/journal/10903/18/5/page/1 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Journal of Immigrant & Refugee Studies  
Volume 14, Issue 4, 2016  
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/wimm20/current 
Articles  
Visibilities and the Politics of Space: Refugee Activism in Berlin 
Fazila Bhimji 
Pages 432-450 | Published online: 19 Apr 2016 
Abstract 
This article examines the ways in which refugee activists attained visibility within the public 
sphere while they contested, resisted, and helped transform multiple spaitials as part of their 
movement in Berlin, Germany. Scholarship on refugee and immigrant protests has focused on 
demonstrations and every day acts of resistance in refugee camps or accommodation. However, 
there has been less focus on the ways in which refugees engage in spatial politics. This article 
focuses on urban resistance in Berlin where refugee activists in alliance with supporters 
occupied several spaces and transformed them to political sites. 
 
 
Journal of Infectious Diseases 
Volume 214 Issue 10 November 15, 2016  
http://jid.oxfordjournals.org/content/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Journal of International Development 
November 2016   Volume 28, Issue 8   Pages 1197–1397 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/jid.v28.7/issuetoc 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/uhmt20/current
http://www.emeraldinsight.com/toc/jhlscm/6/3
http://link.springer.com/journal/10903/18/5/page/1
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/wimm20/current
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/15562948.2016.1145777
http://jid.oxfordjournals.org/content/current
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/jid.v28.7/issuetoc
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The Journal of Law, Medicine & Ethics  
Winter 2015  Volume 43, Issue 4  Pages 673–913 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/jlme.2015.43.issue-4/issuetoc 
Special Issue: SYMPOSIUM: Harmonizing Privacy Laws to Enable International 
Biobank Research: Part I 
[14 articles] 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Journal of Medical Ethics 
December 2016, Volume 42, Issue 12  
http://jme.bmj.com/content/current 
Extended essay 
Victims, vectors and villains: are those who opt out of vaccination morally 
responsible for the deaths of others?  
Euzebiusz Jamrozik, Toby Handfield, Michael J Selgelid 
J Med Ethics 2016;42:762-768 Published Online First: 3 October 2016 doi:10.1136/medethics-
2015-103327  
Abstract 
Mass vaccination has been a successful public health strategy for many contagious diseases. 
The immunity of the vaccinated also protects others who cannot be safely or effectively 
vaccinated—including infants and the immunosuppressed. When vaccination rates fall, diseases 
like measles can rapidly resurge in a population. Those who cannot be vaccinated for medical 
reasons are at the highest risk of severe disease and death. They thus may bear the burden of 
others' freedom to opt out of vaccination. It is often asked whether it is legitimate for states to 
adopt and enforce mandatory universal vaccination. Yet this neglects a related question: are 
those who opt out, where it is permitted, morally responsible when others are harmed or die as 
a result of their decision? In this article, we argue that individuals who opt out of vaccination 
are morally responsible for resultant harms to others. Using measles as our main example, we 
demonstrate the ways in which opting out of vaccination can result in a significant risk of harm 
and death to others, especially infants and the immunosuppressed. We argue that imposing 
these risks without good justification is blameworthy and examine ways of reaching a coherent 
understanding of individual moral responsibility for harms in the context of the collective action 
required for disease transmission. Finally, we consider several objections to this view, provide 
counterarguments and suggest morally permissible alternatives to mandatory universal 
vaccination including controlled infection, self-imposed social isolation and financial penalties for 
refusal to vaccinate.  
 
Research ethics 
Paper: Deciphering assumptions about stepped wedge designs: the case of Ebola 
vaccine research  
Adélaïde Doussau, Christine Grady 
J Med Ethics 2016;42:797-804 Published Online First: 17 October 2016 doi:10.1136/medethics-
2015-103292 
Abstract 
Ethical concerns about randomising persons to a no-treatment arm in the context of Ebola 
epidemic led to consideration of alternative designs. The stepped wedge (SW) design, in which 
participants or clusters are randomised to receive an intervention at different time points, 
gained popularity. Common arguments in favour of using this design are (1) when an 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/jlme.2015.43.issue-4/issuetoc
http://jme.bmj.com/content/current
http://jme.bmj.com/content/42/12/762.abstract
http://jme.bmj.com/content/42/12/762.abstract
http://jme.bmj.com/content/42/12/797.abstract
http://jme.bmj.com/content/42/12/797.abstract
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intervention is likely to do more good than harm, (2) all participants should receive the 
experimental intervention at some time point during the study and (3) the design might be 
preferable for practical reasons. We examine these assumptions when considering Ebola 
vaccine research. First, based on the claim that a stepped wedge design is indicated when it is 
likely that the intervention will do more good than harm, we reviewed published and ongoing 
SW trials to explore previous use of this design to test experimental drugs or vaccines, and 
found that SW design has never been used for trials of experimental drugs or vaccines. Given 
that Ebola vaccines were all experimental with no prior efficacy data, the use of a stepped 
wedge design would have been unprecedented. Second, we show that it is rarely true that all 
participants receive the intervention in SW studies, but rather, depending on certain design 
features, all clusters receive the intervention. Third, we explore whether the SW design is 
appealing for feasibility reasons and point out that there is significant complexity. In the setting 
of the Ebola epidemic, spatiotemporal variation may have posed problematic challenge 
 

 
Journal of Operations Management 
Volume 46, Pages 1-94 (September 2016) 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/02726963 
Special Issue on Supply Chain Management in Emerging Markets  
[New issue; No relevant digest content identified] 
 
 
Journal of Patient-Centered Research and Reviews 
Volume 3, Issue 4 (2016)  
http://digitalrepository.aurorahealthcare.org/jpcrr/ 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Journal of the Pediatric Infectious Diseases Society (JPIDS) 
Volume 5 Issue 26 November 2106  
http://jpids.oxfordjournals.org/content/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Journal of Pediatrics 
November 2016 Volume 178, p1-312  
http://www.jpeds.com/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Journal of Public Health Policy 
Volume 37, Issue 1 Supplement, September 2016 
http://link.springer.com/journal/41271/37/1/suppl/page/1 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Journal of the Royal Society – Interface 
01 November 2016; volume 13, issue 124 
http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/current  

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/02726963
http://digitalrepository.aurorahealthcare.org/jpcrr/
http://jpids.oxfordjournals.org/content/current
http://www.jpeds.com/current
http://link.springer.com/journal/41271/37/1/suppl/page/1
http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/current
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[New issue; No relevant content identified] 
 
 
The Lancet 
Nov 26, 2016 Volume 388 Number 10060 p2565-2712  e15 
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/issue/current 
Articles 
Mortality decrease according to socioeconomic groups during the economic crisis in 
Spain: a cohort study of 36 million people 
Enrique Regidor, Fernando Vallejo, José A Tapia Granados, Francisco J Viciana-Fernández, Luis 
de la Fuente, Gregorio Barrio 
Summary 
Background 
Studies of the effect of macroeconomic fluctuations on mortality in different socioeconomic 
groups are scarce and have yielded mixed findings. We analyse mortality trends in Spain before 
and during the Great Recession in different socioeconomic groups, quantifying the change 
within each group. 
Methods 
We did a nationwide prospective study, in which we took data from the 2001 Census. All people 
living in Spain on Nov 1, 2001, were followed up until Dec 31, 2011. We included 35 951 354 
people alive in 2001 who were aged between 10 and 74 years in each one of the four calendar 
years before the economic crisis (from 2004 to 2007) and in each one of the first four calendar 
years of the crisis (from 2008 to 2011), and analysed all-cause and cause-specific mortality in 
those people. We classified individuals by socioeconomic status (low, medium, or high) using 
two indicators of household wealth: household floor space (<72 m2, 72–104 m2, and >104 m2) 
and number of cars owned by the residents of the household (none, one, and two or more). We 
used Poisson regression to calculate the annual percentage reduction (APR) in mortality rates 
during 2004–07 (pre-crisis) and 2008–11 (crisis) in each socioeconomic group, as well as the 
effect size, measured by the APR difference between the pre-crisis and crisis period. 
Findings 
The annual decline in all-cause mortality in the three socioeconomic groups was 1·7% (95% CI 
1·2 to 2·1) for the low group, 1·7% (1·3 to 2·1) for the medium group, and 2·0% (1·4 to 2·5) 
for the high group in 2004–07, and 3·0% (2·5 to 3·5) for the low group, 2·8% (2·5 to 3·2) for 
the medium group, and 2·1% (1·6 to 2·7) for the high group in 2008–11 when individuals were 
classified by household floor space. The annual decline in all-cause mortality when people were 
classified by number of cars owned by the household was 0·3% (–0·1 to 0·8) for the low group, 
1·6% (1·2 to 2·0) for the medium group, and 2·2% (1·6 to 2·8) for the high group in 2004–07, 
and 2·3% (1·8 to 2·8) for the low group, 2·4% (2·0 to 2·7) for the medium group and 2·5% 
(1·9 to 3·0) for the high group in 2008–11. The low socioeconomic group showed the largest 
effect size for both wealth indicators. 
Interpretation 
In Spain, probably due to the decrease in exposure to risk factors, all-cause mortality decreased 
more during the economic crisis than before the economic crisis, especially in low 
socioeconomic groups. 
Funding 
None. 
 
The Lancet Commissions 

http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/issue/current
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(16)30446-9/fulltext
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(16)30446-9/fulltext
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A call to action and a lifecourse strategy to address the global burden of raised 
blood pressure on current and future generations: the Lancet Commission on 
hypertension 
Michael H Olsen, Sonia Y Angell, Samira Asma, Pierre Boutouyrie, Dylan Burger, Julio A 
Chirinos, Albertino Damasceno, Christian Delles, Anne-Paule Gimenez-Roqueplo, Dagmara 
Hering, Patricio López-Jaramillo, Fernando Martinez, Vlado Perkovic, Ernst R Rietzschel, 
Giuseppe Schillaci, Aletta E Schutte, Angelo Scuteri, James E Sharman, Kristian Wachtell, Ji 
Guang Wang 
 
 
Lancet Global Health 
Nov 2016 Volume 4 Number 11 e761-e871  
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/langlo/issue/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
The Lancet Infectious Diseases 
Nov 2016 Volume 16 Number 11 p1203-1304  e241-e275  
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/issue/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Maternal and Child Health Journal  
Volume 20, Issue 11, November 2016 
http://link.springer.com/journal/10995/20/11/page/1 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Medical Decision Making (MDM) 
November 2016; 36 (8)  
http://mdm.sagepub.com/content/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
The Milbank Quarterly 
A Multidisciplinary Journal of Population Health and Health Policy  
September 2016  Volume 94, Issue 3  Pages 437–694 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/milq.2016.94.issue-3/issuetoc 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Nature   
Volume 539 Number 7630 pp467-602 24 November 2016 
http://www.nature.com/nature/current_issue.html 
Editorials 
The power of big data must be harnessed for medical progress 
But grave challenges remain before the promise of individually tailored medicine becomes 
reality. 

http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(16)31134-5/fulltext
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(16)31134-5/fulltext
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(16)31134-5/fulltext
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/langlo/issue/current
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/issue/current
http://link.springer.com/journal/10995/20/11/page/1
http://mdm.sagepub.com/content/current
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/milq.2016.94.issue-3/issuetoc
http://www.nature.com/nature/current_issue.html
http://www.nature.com/doifinder/10.1038/539467b
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   There is art in ‘big data’ — in the poetic claims that it competes in volume with all the stars in 
the firmament. And in the seductive potential of its exponential, uncontrolled, ungraspable 
growth to improve our lives: by allowing medical treatments to be developed and approved 
more quickly — and, ultimately, truly personal medicine. 
   But at a workshop held in London by the European Medicines Agency earlier this month, just 
how much science has to happen to make this beautiful future a reality was apparent to all. 
Patient groups and research scientists attended, alongside computational heavyweights from 
IBM Watson Health and Google Cloud Platform. Together, they tackled chewy questions to 
which there are few answers. 
   How many data are ‘enough’ to reliably predict clinical effect? Which data sets can be useful? 
How can they be managed? What’s the best way to win the confidence of public and 
regulators? And, crucially, is academia training enough mathematicians and medical-data 
scientists, who will have to develop and harness all this new potential? The last of these 
questions at least has a clear answer: no… 
 
 
Nature Medicine 
November 2016, Volume 22 No 11 pp1193-1367 
http://www.nature.com/nm/journal/v22/n11/index.html 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
New England Journal of Medicine 
November 24, 2016  Vol. 375 No. 21 
http://www.nejm.org/toc/nejm/medical-journal 
[New issue; No relevant content identified] 
 
 
Nonprofit and Voluntary Sector Quarterly 
October 2016; 45 (5) 
http://nvs.sagepub.com/content/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Oxford Monitor of Forced Migration  
OxMo Vol. 6, No. 1 
http://oxmofm.com/current-issue/ 
[Website not responding at inquiry] 
 
 

Pediatrics  
November 2016, VOLUME 138 / ISSUE 
http://pediatrics.aappublications.org/content/138/5?current-issue=y 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
PharmacoEconomics  
Volume 34, Issue 11, November 2016 
http://link.springer.com/journal/40273/34/11/page/1 

http://www.nature.com/nm/journal/v22/n11/index.html
http://www.nejm.org/toc/nejm/medical-journal
http://nvs.sagepub.com/content/current
http://oxmofm.com/current-issue/
http://pediatrics.aappublications.org/content/138/5?current-issue=y
http://link.springer.com/journal/40273/34/11/page/1
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[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
PLOS Currents: Disasters 
http://currents.plos.org/disasters/ 
[Accessed 26 November 2106] 
[No new content] 
 
 
PLoS Currents: Outbreaks 
http://currents.plos.org/outbreaks/ 
[Accessed 26 November 2106] 
[No new relevant content] 
 
 
PLoS Medicine 
http://www.plosmedicine.org/   
(Accessed 26 November 2106)  
Research Article  
Effectiveness of Seasonal Malaria Chemoprevention in Children under Ten Years of 
Age in Senegal: A Stepped-Wedge Cluster-Randomised Trial  
Badara Cissé, El Hadj Ba, Cheikh Sokhna, Jean Louis NDiaye, Jules F. Gomis, Yankhoba Dial, 
Catherine Pitt, Mouhamed NDiaye, Matthew Cairns, Ernest Faye, Magatte NDiaye, Aminata Lo, 
Roger Tine, Sylvain Faye, Babacar Faye, Ousmane Sy, Lansana Konate, Ekoue Kouevijdin, Clare 
Flach, Ousmane Faye, Jean-Francois Trape, Colin Sutherland, Fatou Ba Fall, Pape M. Thior, 
Oumar K. Faye, Brian Greenwood, Oumar Gaye, Paul Milligan  
Research Article | published 22 Nov 2016 PLOS Medicine  
http://dx.doi.org/10.1371/journal.pmed.1002175  
 
 
PLoS Neglected Tropical Diseases 
http://www.plosntds.org/  
(Accessed 26 November 2106)  
[No new relevant content] 
 
 
PLoS One 
http://www.plosone.org/ 
[Accessed 26 November 2106]  
Research Article  
National Survey Indicates that Individual Vaccination Decisions Respond Positively 
to Community Vaccination Rates  
John Romley, Prodyumna Goutam, Neeraj Sood  
Research Article | published 21 Nov 2016 PLOS ONE  
http://dx.doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0166858  
Abstract 
Some models of vaccination behavior imply that an individual’s willingness to vaccinate could be 
negatively correlated with the vaccination rate in her community. The rationale is that a higher 
community vaccination rate reduces the risk of contracting the vaccine-preventable disease and 

http://currents.plos.org/disasters/
http://currents.plos.org/outbreaks/
http://www.plosmedicine.org/
http://journals.plos.org/plosmedicine/article?id=10.1371/journal.pmed.1002175
http://journals.plos.org/plosmedicine/article?id=10.1371/journal.pmed.1002175
http://www.plosntds.org/
http://www.plosone.org/
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0166858
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0166858
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thus reduces the individual’s incentive to vaccinate. At the same time, as for many health-
related behaviors, individuals may want to conform to the vaccination behavior of peers, 
counteracting a reduced incentive to vaccinate due to herd immunity. Currently there is limited 
empirical evidence on how individual vaccination decisions respond to the vaccination decisions 
of peers. In the fall of 2014, we used a rapid survey technology to ask a large sample of U.S. 
adults about their willingness to use a vaccine for Ebola. Respondents expressed a greater 
inclination to use the vaccine in a hypothetical scenario with a high community vaccination rate. 
In particular, an increase in the community vaccination rate from 10% to 90% had the same 
impact on reported utilization as a nearly 50% reduction in out-of-pocket cost. These findings 
are consistent with a tendency to conform with vaccination among peers, and suggest that 
policies promoting vaccination could be more effective than has been recognized. 
 
 
PNAS - Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States  
of America 
http://www.pnas.org/content/early/ 
Biological Sciences - Microbiology:  
Armed conflict and population displacement as drivers of the evolution and dispersal 
of Mycobacterium tuberculosis  
Vegard Eldholm, John H.-O. Pettersson, Ola B. Brynildsrud, Andrew Kitchen, Erik Michael 
Rasmussen, Troels Lillebaek, Janne O. Rønning, Valeriu Crudu, Anne Torunn Mengshoel, Nadia 
Debech, Kristian Alfsnes, Jon Bohlin, Caitlin S. Pepperell, and Francois Balloux 
PNAS 2016 ; published ahead of print November 21, 2016, doi:10.1073/pnas.1611283113  
Significance 
We used population genomic analyses to reconstruct the recent history and dispersal of a major 
clade of Mycobacterium tuberculosis in central Asia and beyond. Our results indicate that the 
fall of the Soviet Union and the ensuing collapse of public health systems led to a rise in M. 
tuberculosis drug resistance. We also show that armed conflict and population displacement is 
likely to have aided the export of this clade from central Asia to war-torn Afghanistan and 
beyond.  
Abstract 
The “Beijing” Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) lineage 2 (L2) is spreading globally and has 
been associated with accelerated disease progression and increased antibiotic resistance. Here 
we performed a phylodynamic reconstruction of one of the L2 sublineages, the central Asian 
clade (CAC), which has recently spread to western Europe. We find that recent historical events 
have contributed to the evolution and dispersal of the CAC. Our timing estimates indicate that 
the clade was likely introduced to Afghanistan during the 1979–1989 Soviet–Afghan war and 
spread further after population displacement in the wake of the American invasion in 2001. We 
also find that drug resistance mutations accumulated on a massive scale in Mtb isolates from 
former Soviet republics after the fall of the Soviet Union, a pattern that was not observed in 
CAC isolates from Afghanistan. Our results underscore the detrimental effects of political 
instability and population displacement on tuberculosis control and demonstrate the power of 
phylodynamic methods in exploring bacterial evolution in space and time.  
of phylodynamic methods in exploring bacterial evolution in space and time. 
 
 
Prehospital & Disaster Medicine 
Volume 31 - Issue 6 - December 2016 
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/prehospital-and-disaster-medicine/latest-issue 

http://www.pnas.org/content/early/recent
http://www.pnas.org/content/early/2016/11/16/1611283113.abstract
http://www.pnas.org/content/early/2016/11/16/1611283113.abstract
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/prehospital-and-disaster-medicine/latest-issue
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Editorial 
Access to Essential Medications During Disaster Events  
Samuel J. Stratton 
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1017/S1049023X16001035 
Published online: 26 September 2016, pp. 579-580 
 
A Systematic Review of Health Outcomes Among Disaster and Humanitarian 
Responders  
Published online: 19 September 2016, pp. 635-642 
Stephanie C. Garbern, Laura G. Ebbeling, Susan A. Bartels 
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1017/S1049023X16000832 
Abstract 
   Disaster and humanitarian responders are at-risk of experiencing a wide range of physical and 
psychological health conditions, from minor injuries to chronic mental health problems and 
fatalities. This article reviews the current literature on the major health outcomes of responders 
to various disasters and conflicts in order to better inform individuals of the risks and to inform 
deploying agencies of the health care needs of responders. 
   In March 2014, an EMBASE search was conducted using pre-defined search criteria. Two 
reviewers screened the resultant 2,849 abstracts and the 66 full-length manuscripts which are 
included in the review. 
   The majority of research on health outcomes of responders focused on mental health (57 of 
66 articles). Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and depression were the most studied 
diagnoses with prevalence of PTSD ranging from 0%-34% and depression from 21%-53%. 
Physical health outcomes were much less well-studied and included a wide range of 
environmental, infectious, and traumatic conditions such as heat stroke, insect bites, 
dermatologic, gastrointestinal, and respiratory diseases, as well as burns, fractures, falls, and 
other traumatic injuries. 
   The prevalence of mental health disorders in responders may vary more and be higher than 
previously suggested. Overall health outcomes of responders are likely poorly monitored and 
under-reported. Improved surveillance systems and risk mitigation strategies should be 
employed in all disaster and conflict responses to better protect individual responders. 
 
Comprehensive Reviews 
Preparing Emergency Physicians for Acute Disaster Response: A Review of Current 
Training Opportunities in the US  
Published online: 19 September 2016, pp. 643-647 
Bhakti Hansoti, Dylan S. Kellogg, Sara J. Aberle, Morgan C. Broccoli, Jeffrey Feden, Arthur 
French, Charles M. Little, Brooks Moore, Joseph Sabato, Tara Sheets, R. Weinberg, Pat Elmes, 
Christopher Kang 
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1017/S1049023X16000820 
 
Article 
Women’s Mental Health and Intimate Partner Violence Following Natural Disaster: A 
Scoping Review  
Published online: 19 September 2016, pp. 648-657 
Sue Anne Bell, Lisa A. Folkerth 
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1017/S1049023X16000911 
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https://www.cambridge.org/core/search?filters%5BauthorTerms%5D=R.%20Weinberg&eventCode=SE-AU
https://www.cambridge.org/core/search?filters%5BauthorTerms%5D=Pat%20Elmes&eventCode=SE-AU
https://www.cambridge.org/core/search?filters%5BauthorTerms%5D=Christopher%20Kang&eventCode=SE-AU
https://doi.org/10.1017/S1049023X16000820
https://www.cambridge.org/core/product/0EFA50C7E22AEFCBE19869F6A8F08D0D
https://www.cambridge.org/core/product/0EFA50C7E22AEFCBE19869F6A8F08D0D
https://www.cambridge.org/core/search?filters%5BauthorTerms%5D=Sue%20Anne%20Bell&eventCode=SE-AU
https://www.cambridge.org/core/search?filters%5BauthorTerms%5D=Lisa%20A.%20Folkerth&eventCode=SE-AU
https://doi.org/10.1017/S1049023X16000911
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Preventive Medicine 
Volume 92, Pages 1-182 (November 2016) 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00917435/90 
Special Issue: behavior change, health, and health disparities 2016 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Public Health Ethics  
Volume 9 Issue 26 November 2106  
http://phe.oxfordjournals.org/content/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Public Health Reports 
November/December 2016; 131 (6)  
http://phr.sagepub.com/content/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Qualitative Health Research 
December 2016; 26 (14)  
http://qhr.sagepub.com/content/current 
Special Issue: General 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Refugee Survey Quarterly 
Volume 35 Issue 26 November 2106  
http://rsq.oxfordjournals.org/content/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Reproductive Health 
http://www.reproductive-health-journal.com/content 
[Accessed 26 November 2106]  
[No relevant content identified] 
 
 
Revista Panamericana de Salud Pública/Pan American Journal of Public Health 
(RPSP/PAJPH)  
Recently Published Articles - November 
http://www.paho.org/journal/index.php?option=com_content&view=featured&Itemid=101 
Special report | Published 22 November | 
Determinantes sociales de la salud y convergencias en agendas de salud de 
organismos regionales de América del Sur [Social determinants of health and convergence 
in health agendas of regional agencies in South America] 
Ximena Pamela Díaz-Bermúdez, Flavia Bueno, Luis Francisco Sánchez Otero, y Annela Jean 
Auer 
 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00917435/90
http://phe.oxfordjournals.org/content/current
http://phr.sagepub.com/content/current
http://qhr.sagepub.com/content/current
http://rsq.oxfordjournals.org/content/current
http://www.reproductive-health-journal.com/content
http://www.paho.org/journal/index.php?option=com_content&view=featured&Itemid=101
http://iris.paho.org/xmlui/handle/123456789/31372
http://iris.paho.org/xmlui/handle/123456789/31372
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Special Report | Published 22 November | 
Prioridades da pesquisa clínica com medicamentos no Brasil e as doenças da 
pobreza [Priorities of clinical drug trials in Brazil and neglected diseases of poverty] 
Rafael Santos Santana e Silvana Nair Leite 
 
 
Risk Analysis  
October 2016  Volume 36, Issue 10  Pages 1827–2027 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/risa.2016.36.issue-10/issuetoc 
[New issue: No relevant content identified] 
 
 
Risk Management and Healthcare Policy 
Volume 9, 2016 
https://www.dovepress.com/risk-management-and-healthcare-policy-archive56 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Science  
25 November 2016  Vol 354, Issue 6315 
http://www.sciencemag.org/current.dtl 
Policy Forum 
Ten policies for pollinators 
By Lynn V. Dicks, Blandina Viana, Riccardo Bommarco, Berry Brosi, María del Coro Arizmendi, 
Saul A. Cunningham, Leonardo Galetto, Rosemary Hill, Ariadna V. Lopes, Carmen Pires, 
Hisatomo Taki, Simon G. Potts 
Science25 Nov 2016 : 975-976 Restricted Access 
What governments can do to safeguard pollination services 
 
 
Social Science & Medicine 
Volume 169, Pages 1-202 (November 2016) 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/02779536/169 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Stability: International Journal of Security & Development  
http://www.stabilityjournal.org/articles 
[accessed 26 November 2106] 
[No new content] 
 
 
Stanford Social Innovation Review 
Winter 2017   Volume 15, Number 1  
https://ssir.org/issue/winter_2017 
  Laws and programs designed to benefit vulnerable groups, such as the disabled or people of 
color, often end up benefiting all of society. From affirmative action to wheelchair friendly 
sidewalks, examples all around us show that investing in equity isn’t a zero-sum game. That’s 

http://iris.paho.org/xmlui/handle/123456789/31378
http://iris.paho.org/xmlui/handle/123456789/31378
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/risa.2016.36.issue-10/issuetoc
https://www.dovepress.com/risk-management-and-healthcare-policy-archive56
http://www.sciencemag.org/current.dtl
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/354/6315/975
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/354/6315/975
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/02779536/169
http://www.stabilityjournal.org/articles
https://ssir.org/issue/winter_2017
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the message of the cover story in the winter 2017 issue of Stanford Social Innovation Review, 
“The Curb-Cut Effect,” by Angela Glover Blackwell. 
 [Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Sustainability 
Volume 8, Issue 10 (October 2016) 
http://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/8/10 
[Website not responding at inquiry] 
 
 
TORTURE Journal 
Volume 26, Nr. 2, 2016 
http://www.irct.org/Default.aspx?ID=5768 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Travel Medicine and Infectious Diseases 
September-October, 2016   Volume 14, Issue 5  
http://www.travelmedicinejournal.com/ 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Tropical Medicine & International Health 
November 2016  Volume 21, Issue 11  Pages 1347–1488, E1–E1 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/tmi.2016.21.issue-11/issuetoc 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
UN Chronicle 
Vol. LIII No. 3 2016  October 2016  
http://unchronicle.un.org/ 
Human Habits, Human Habitats 
   At the United Nations Conference on Housing and Sustainable Development (Habitat III), to 
be held in Quito, Ecuador, from 17 to 20 October 2016, world leaders will discuss and agree on 
ways to address the pressing issues faced by cities today and in the years to come.  This issue 
of the UN Chronicle, under the theme “Human Habits, Human Habitats”, provides a variety of 
perspectives on sustainable urbanization and the future of human settlements. 
 
 
Vulnerable Children and Youth Studies  
An International Interdisciplinary Journal for Research, Policy and Care  
Volume 11, Issue 4, 2016  
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rvch20/current 

[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
World Heritage Review  
n°81 - September 2016 

http://www.ssir.org/articles/entry/the_curb_cut_effect
http://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/8/10
http://www.irct.org/Default.aspx?ID=5768
http://www.travelmedicinejournal.com/current
http://www.travelmedicinejournal.com/
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/tmi.2016.21.issue-11/issuetoc
http://unchronicle.un.org/
https://unchronicle.un.org/issue/human-habits-human-habitats
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rvch20/current
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http://whc.unesco.org/en/review/81/ 
September 2016 
World Heritage and Urban Heritage  
Cities are among the most quickly evolving environments on the planet. Over half of the world’s 
population lives in cities today, and knowing how to manage these urban areas as they grow, 
so that we can both cherish our history and yet help them to ...  
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